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Kurzfassung
Während der Finanzkrise 2008 erschien eine digitale, verteilte und dezentrale Kryptowährung. Die Absicht hinter Bitcoin war es, seinen Nutzern eine von staatlichen Behörden
unkontrollierbare und zensurresistente Möglichkeit zu bieten, Vermögenswerte uneingeschränkt zu kontrollieren. Mit zunehmender Verbreitung und einer stetig steigenden
Anzahl an Transaktionen haben sich Limitierungen in Bezug auf die Skalierbarkeit und
die Privatsphäre gezeigt. Um diese Limitierungen zu überwinden, wurden neben anderen
Lösungen Second Layer Networks entwickelt. Diese Netzwerke operieren neben der eigentlichen Blockchain. Anstatt jede einzelne Transaktion auf der Blockchain zu speichern,
speichern Second Layer Networks nur Resultate von mehreren Transaktionen auf ihr ab.
Dies erlaubt eine höhere Skalierbarkeit und eine bessere Privatsphäre für die Nutzer.
Wir zeigen in dieser Arbeit, dass dennoch Schwachstellen in Bezug auf die Privatsphäre
im Lightning Network, einem Second Layer Network für Bitcoin, existieren. Dafür haben
wir über einen bestimmten Zeitraum Daten vom Lightning Network aufgezeichnet und
anschließend verschiedene Analysen darauf angewendet. Weiters haben wir Daten vom
Lightning Network mit Daten von der Bitcoin Blockchain in Verbindung gebracht, um
mehr Einblick in die interagierenden Teilnehmer zu bekommen. Zusätzlich haben wir
ein Cryptoasset Analytics Tool genutzt, um diese Daten um Informationen, welche vom
Nutzerverhalten von Bitcoin gewonnen werden können, zu erweiteren. Dies ermöglichte
uns einen noch tieferen Einblick in die Teilnehmer.
Mit diesem Ansatz konnten wir Daten von der Bitcoin Blockchain, dem Lightning Network
und von einem Cryptoasset Analytics Tool verbinden. Im Detail haben wir eine der
größten Nodes vom Lightning Network, ein populärer Wallet Service, mit einem dem
Cryptoasset Analytics Tool bekannten Cluster basierend auf einer Heuristik verknüpft.
Dies erlaubte uns einen umfassenden Einblick, welchen wir in dieser Arbeit präsentieren.
Auch wenn das Lightning Network entwickelt wurde, um die Privatsphäre von BitcoinNutzern zu stärken, kann die Privatsphäre durch Kombination von Daten des Lightning
Networks, der Bitcoin Blockchain und Informationen eines Cryptoasset Analytics Tools
verringert werden.
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Abstract
During the financial crisis in 2008, a digital, distributed and decentralised crypto currency
arose. Bitcoin was intended to overcome control and censorship by governmental authorities and to enable its users to be under full control of their assets at any time. With
ongoing adoption and an increasing amount of transactions, limitations like scalability
and weak privacy came to light. To hurdle these limitations, second layer networks were
developed among other solutions. Those networks are operating on top of the blockchain.
Instead of storing every single transaction on the blockchain, they only store results of
several transactions on it. This allows a higher scalability and a better privacy to the
users.
In this thesis, we show that there are still some privacy issues within the Lightning
Network, a second layer network for Bitcoin. Therefore we collected data from the
Lightning Network over a certain period and performed several analyses on it. We also
linked data collected from the Lightning Network to extracted data from the Bitcoin
blockchain to increase the knowledge about the interacting participants. In a final step,
we used a cryptoasset analytics tool to enrich our data by information gained from the
user behaviour of Bitcoin.
With this approach, we were able to link data from the Bitcoin blockchain, the Lightning
Network and a cryptoasset analytics tool. In detail, we mapped one of the biggest nodes
from the Lightning Network, a very popular wallet service, to the respective cluster
known to the cryptoasset analytics tool based on a heuristic. This allowed us a broad
insight into the participants that we will present in this paper.
Even if the Lightning Network was intended to strengthen the privacy of Bitcoin users,
the privacy can nevertheless be reduced by combining data from the Lightning Network,
the Bitcoin blockchain and information from a cryptoasset analytics tool.
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CHAPTER

Introduction
During the financial crisis in 2008, a decentralised and distributed payment solution
arose. Since then Bitcoin [1], introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto, has been disrupting the
payment industry like banks and companies on the one hand, and also governmental
authorities on the other hand. It eliminates the need of trust by applying mathematics
and cryptography and in this way can eliminate intermediaries in payments. In traditional
currencies like EUR or USD, banks are keeping records of the balances of their customers.
Therefore a user has to trust the bank not to change his balance arbitrary. Bitcoin is
storing the transaction history in a public and distributed ledger. This ledger, called the
Bitcoin blockchain, is secured by several cryptography mechanisms so that the state of
the blockchain is always reliable and can be trusted. Bitcoin and other crypto currencies
offer their users the capabilities to strengthen their self-responsibility and to operate
peer-to-peer without any control and restrictions of governmental agencies.
From then on Bitcoin and related projects and technologies have attracted very much
attention. During the last decade a lot of new crypto currencies and tokens, as well
as improved or completely new distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) emerged. For
example the number of projects on CoinMarketCap, a popular website to observe market
prices and market capitalization of many projects, increased from 14 projects in May
2013 [2] to more than 2,400 projects in October 2019 [3]. Within the last five years, the
amount of Bitcoin transactions per day increased from about 88,000 transactions on
21st February 2015 to about 305,000 transaction on 22nd February 2020 [4]. This is an
increase of about 347%. Also, the market capitalization increased from 3.3 billion USD
on 21st February 2015 to about 174.5 billion USD on 20th February 2020. This is an
increase of about 5,288% [5]. The huge increase in market capitalization is also caused
by the enormous price increase of Bitcoin, which was about 245 USD per Bitcoin on
22nd February 2015 and 9,697 USD per Bitcoin on 22nd February 2020 [6]. The price per
Bitcoin increased by 3,958% within the last five years.
1
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This significant rise indicates the increasing interest in Bitcoin and therefore in decentralised and distributed payment systems of the public, as well as the research and
development area. On the other hand, Bitcoin and other crypto currencies also have
major limitations like scalability and privacy, only to name a few [7]. If Bitcoin faces
to become a common payment solution, it has to provide a higher transactions per
second (tps) rate. For example VISA, which is one of the biggest payment providers,
processes about 65,000 tps [8]. Bitcoin in comparison can process 4 tps [9]. Bitcoin
also has to overcome privacy concerns due to public and distributed characteristics. In
general, everybody can observe the flow and the owner of Bitcoins on the blockchain, but
in most cases, it is not possible to link this information to persons. Therefore Bitcoin
only provides pseudo-anonymity. To overcome these two limitations, payment channel
networks have been developed that are operating on top of the blockchain. The Lightning
Network [10, 11], a payment channel network for Bitcoin, enables privacy-preserving high
frequent Bitcoin payments to its users at very low fees.
Paid online content for example is a use case for high frequent and private payments at
very low fees. In 2018 the DCI Institut and the Hochschule Fresenius Hamburg published
a study on paid content in Germany [12]. Compared to 2017, the number of internet
users willing to pay for online content increased. In general, the rate of the users willing
to pay slightly decreased, but the total amount of internet users increased at the same
time. Most popular paid content offers are music and movie services, but the news
industry increased most significantly compared to 2017. When it comes to the payment
method for paid content, PayPal [13] is the most popular service, followed by traditional
payments like credit card or bank account. All these payment solutions are centralised
which does not fit the trend to decentralised and distributed payment systems. Paid
content needs an accountant model like monthly subscription or pay-per-use. Pay-per-use
means that a user pays for example for every video, song or article consumed from a
service. This can even go further, i.e. to pay for every second of a song or movie and
every word read of an article [14]. Classical payment solutions are not constructed for
such high frequent payments with very small amounts, nor is Bitcoin and most of the
other crypto currencies, as we will discuss in section 2.2.17.
The Lightning Network could be a payment solution for this use case and others. Besides
the mentioned advantages, there are also some limitations and weak spots within the
Lightning Network, especially concerning privacy. In this paper, we will discuss these
limitations in detail and we will show what information can be revealed from the Lightning
Network.

1.1

Aims

Payment channel networks were developed to overcome scalability and privacy limitations of blockchain-based crypto currencies like Bitcoin. They are operating on top
of blockchains and are providing better scalability and privacy by summarising an unbounded amount of transactions to only two transactions. We will analyse payment
2
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channel networks concerning privacy aspects. We will discuss that payment channel
networks do not offer full privacy by default.
This paper aims to contribute to the international research in the area of payment channel
networks, their analysis and their possibilities as well as their weak spots. As mentioned
in [15], it is a myth that off-chain transactions, transactions that are processed within
a second layer network, offer privacy by default. We will focus on observing significant
network and payment details that are private and hidden in common belief.
Therefore we will focus on the following three research questions:
• What kind of information can be deduced from second layer networks such as
Lightning Network for Bitcoin, based on the footprints left on the blockchain and
the second layer network communication itself?
• What kind of information that in common belief is private per default can be leaked
within second layer networks?
• How can we integrate off-chain analysis into existing cryptoasset analytics tools
and methods?
Our main focus is to analyse the Lightning Network concerning common network characteristics like degree distribution, betweenness and closeness centrality and payment
details like interacting parties, transferred amounts, etc. By linking data collected from
the Lightning Network to data extracted from the Bitcoin blockchain, we will identify
important interacting participants of the Lightning Network. In addition, by enriching
the data by information gained from a cryptoasset analytics tool, insight into interacting
participants can be deepened.
By better understanding the network, its behaviour, its participants, their roles and
revealable information, we extend the knowledge base for further improvements and
developments of second layer solutions for blockchains concerning privacy aspects.

1.2

Structure

This paper is structured as follows: First, we are explaining DLTs in common. Next,
we are introducing details on the Lightning Network and subsequently the methodology,
followed by presenting the results. Finally, we are concluding the paper. In the following,
we are briefly summarising the subsequent chapters.
• Distributed Ledger Technologies - In chapter 2, we will introduce the reader in
DLTs and its building blocks. We will discuss cryptographic primitives, blockchain
fundamentals, privacy and security aspects, scaling approaches and threats and
critical perspectives.
3
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• Lightning Network - In chapter 3, we will introduce the reader into details on
the Lightning Network. We will discuss the concepts of channels and payments,
Lightning Network fundamentals, limitations and challenges, privacy and security
aspects, enhancement approaches, analysis in this field and critical perspectives.
• Methodology - In chapter 4, we will introduce the reader into our methodology.
We will explain, how we collected and extracted data from the Lightning Network
and the Bitcoin blockchain and how we linked and enriched them in additional
steps. Finally we will also explain our heuristic in detail to link Lightning Network
data to information from a cryptoasset analytics tool.
• Results - In chapter 5, we will present the results based on the introduced methodology. We will present different results based on the analysis of the data from the
Lightning Network, on the data from the Bitcoin blockchain, on linked data from
both networks and on enriched data by a cryptoasset analytics tool.
• Discussion & Conclusion - In chapter 6, we will conclude the paper by summarising the key findings of our results, discussing limitations of our approach and
by giving ideas for future work in this area.
We published the main parts of the source code that were used to process, transform and
analyse the data on a Github repository 1 .

1
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CHAPTER

Distributed Ledger Technologies
The Bitcoin blockchain, respectively a blockchain in general, is a kind of distributed
ledger technology (DLT) with many advantages compared to traditional ledgers. It is
public, distributed, reliable, not manipulable and does not require an administrative
entity, just to name a few. On the other hand, the blockchain also has some major
limitations. The Bitcoin blockchain for example has limitations concerning throughput,
latency, fees and its size [7]. The most important limitations will be discussed in section
2.2.17.
Distributed ledgers are building the backbone of every project and crypto currency
respectively token in this field. In the following sections we will give the reader a detailed
introduction into cryptographic primitives, fundamentals of blockchains and other DLTs,
their privacy and security aspects, as well as existing solutions to overcome the major
limitations of blockchains. Finally, we will also point out some critical perspectives and
threats concerning this new and emerging technology.

2.1

Cryptographic Primitives

DLTs are applying cryptography to ensure reliability. Bitcoin is elementarily based on
several cryptographic mechanisms, such as asymmetric cryptography, elliptic curve cryptography and hash and encoding-decoding functions that will be discussed subsequently.
Hash Function SHA-256 [16] is a hash function that produces a fixed 256 bit output,
independently of the length of the input. RIPEMD-160 [17] is also a hash function
that produces a fixed 160 bit output. Hash functions have three main properties. First,
they are one way functions that cannot be reversed. Second, the output does not reveal
information about the input. Third, it is hard to find collisions so that two different
inputs produce the same output. SHA-256 is used in Bitcoin in proof-of-work (PoW)
and both, SHA-256 and RIPEMD-160 are used in the address generation process.
5
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Encoding Base58 is a binary to text encoding and decoding scheme to represent large
integers as an alphanumeric text. It has been modified from Base64 that ranges from a-z,
A-Z and 0-9, to prevent confusions on ambiguous looking characters like 0 (zero) and O
(capital letter O). The word ’Bitcoin’ Base58 encoded is ’3WyEDWjcVB’ for example.
Bitcoin addresses and keys are represented in a Base58 encoded way [18].
Asymmetric Cryptography Bitcoins are controlled by a public private key pair that
is building the base for addresses and signatures. The generation of a public private key
pair is based on elliptic curve cryptography. Elliptic curve cryptography is based on the
discrete logarithm problem as expressed by addition and multiplication on the points of
an elliptic curve [19]. Bitcoin is using elliptic curve digital signature algorithm (ECDSA)
with parameters specified in SECP256K1 [20]. The curve is defined by y 2 = x3 + ax +
b, where a is 0 and b is 7 specified in SECP256K1. This results in y 2 = x3 + 7, shown
in figure 2.1. There are further parameters specified in SECP256K1, which are needed to
operate on the elliptic curve, such as the base point (generator point) G, the order n of
G and the cofactor h. The order of G is 1.1578 * 1077 , which is a little less than 2256 .
The generator point is a specific point on the elliptic curve.
The key generation process is as following: A very big random number between 0 and n-1
(inclusive) is chosen that specifies how often the generator point G is multiplied by itself.
The result is the pubic key, another point on the elliptic curve. The randomly chosen
number at the beginning is the respective private key. Elliptic curve multiplication is an
irreversible process, so the private key cannot be generated from the public key. Finally,
the Bitcoin address is derived from the public key by first applying SHA-256 on it and
then applying RIPEMD-160 on the prior result. This results in the public key hash
that gets Base58 encoded and prefixed with a version. This finally results in the Bitcoin
address [19]. Figure 2.2 shows the address generation process in Bitcoin.
Signatures are a third main part of the ECDSA beside the public and the private key.
Signatures are used as a verification mechanism so that only the owner of a certain
private key can make use of specific Bitcoins. It guarantees that the sender owns the
corresponding private key without revealing it. A signature is created from the hash of
the transaction data by applying the private key on it. When the transaction data and
its signature is sent to the network, every node can verify that the transaction data can
only have been created by the owner of the specific private key. The nodes proof this by
first creating the hash of the transaction data. Next, they use the signature, the public
key and the created hash to verify if the corresponding private key has signed the data.
If so, the transaction is valid and gets added to the blockchain [21].
Zero-knowledge-proof (ZKP) ZKP is another fundamental building block in cryptography. Broadly speaking, a ZKP allows an entity to prove that it knows a secret,
without telling it to the verifier. E.g. there is a locked door and the prover claims that he
has the key to unlock it. Without showing the key to the verifier, he can prove that he
owns the key by unlocking the door and showing the unlocked door to the verifier. It has
6
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Figure 2.1: The elliptic curve (y 2 = x3 + 7) used in Bitcoin for the creation of the private
and public key [22].

Figure 2.2: The process from a public key to a Bitcoin address. This process is one-way,
meaning a public key cannot be derived from an address [19].

to be guaranteed that no one else unlocked the door in the meanwhile. As introduced
in [23], a ZKP consists of a sequence of steps, shown in figure 2.3. The prover and the
verifier can repeat these steps several times to increase the probability that the prover
knows the secret and had no lucky shot. Non-interactive zero-knowledge-proofs (ZKPs)
are an extended type where the prover can publish his proof and a verifier can ensure its
correctness at any time in an asynchronous way.
In this section, we have been discussed the most important cryptographic primitives used
in DLTs. In the next section, blockchain and its fundamental building blocks will be
introduced in detail.
7
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Figure 2.3: Sequential steps in a ZKP. By repeating these steps, the significance of a
ZKP can be increased [23].

2.2

Blockchain Fundamentals

A blockchain is a kind of DLT built on different layers. Figure 2.4 shows the six layers of
a blockchain, introduced by Zhang et al. in [24]. The data layer is defining the structure
of the data in which the transactions and other information are stored. The network
layer describes the network architecture and further mechanisms for transmission and
validation. The consensus layer specifies the type of algorithm, to reach a common
consensus within the blockchain. The incentive layer is related to game theoretical
aspects, like coin issuing and distribution, as well as rewards for operating entities. The
contract layer defines the programmatic possibilities of a blockchain and finally the
application layer is specifying high-level applications based on the blockchain.
A blockchain can be interpreted as a linked list of data that cannot be easily modified
once it is inserted and confirmed [25]. The computational effort that has to be spent to
change data that is already stored on the blockchain increases with the elapsed time.
This is ensured by the architecture of the blockchain. A blockchain consists of linked
blocks each of which contains specific data. In the case of Bitcoin it contains transaction
information. Once a block is full, which means it cannot store more data than it already
8
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Figure 2.4: A blockchain is constructed based on several layers. Each layer describes a
different architectural design dimension [24].

does, its hash including all the transaction data is calculated and is referenced in the
next block. That is the reason why data cannot be altered afterwards because then the
hash of the block with the altered data will change and therefore not fit the referenced
hash in the subsequent block. This will lead to an invalid state of the blockchain. Figure
2.5 shows a conceptional view of a blockchain.

Figure 2.5: Each block in a blockchain references the former block and contains data like
transactions and meta information [1].
In general, there are basically two types of nodes: mining and validating nodes. Both
types of nodes maintain a copy of the blockchain locally. So every node can go back in
transaction history and verify the validity of a certain transaction at any time. Once a
transaction is made, this information is sent to the complete network. A validating node
only verifies, if the new transaction is valid. A mining node verifies this and adds this
transaction to its mempool, the ’bucket’ of new and unconfirmed transactions. A mining
node selects the transaction it likes - mostly based on the amount of the fees that can be
9
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earned by a transaction - from the mempool and puts it into its potential next block,
called the candidate block. These transactions are unconfirmed at this time. When a
block is full or even if a mining node decides it is, the node tries to set a nonce, basically
a random number, to create a hash of all the containing transaction data, the hash of the
previous block and the chosen nonce. This created hash has to fulfill a specific criterion.
In the case of the Bitcoin blockchain, the calculated hash has to begin with a certain
number of zeros. The difficulty defines how many zeros the hash has to have at the
beginning of it. The higher the number of zeros required at the beginning of the hash,
the harder it is to find a fitting nonce. A suitable nonce can only be found by trail and
error due to the properties of a hash function, which we discussed in section 2.1. The
node sets a random nonce and calculates the hash of the block. If the corresponding
hash does not begin with the correct amount of zeros, another random nonce is set and
the process is repeated until a proper nonce is found or another node already sends a
valid block because it has found a correct nonce. This process is operated by a consensus
mechanism called PoW which is part of the Nakamoto Consensus [26]. So once a proper
nonce is found by a node, the next block is ’mined’ and is sent to the complete network.
Every node, which receives the new block, validates all the containing transactions by
having a look into the local transaction history of the blockchain. If all the transactions
are valid, if the provided nonce is a proper one and if the referenced previous block hash
is the correct one, the block is added to the local copy of the blockchain on the node. All
the containing transactions are then in a confirmed state. The node which proposed the
new block gets the transaction fees of all the containing transactions and a block reward,
which are newly ’created’ Bitcoins.
For a certain period there may exist different states of the blockchain, called chain split
[27]. This happens when different nodes find proper nonces at about the same time and
send the new blocks to the network. In this case, a rule named ’Longest Chain Rule’ is
applied [28]. Let us assume two nodes, node A and node B, send their new blocks to
the network. All other nodes will add both blocks each to their local blockchain and
so two different versions of the blockchain arise. Some of the nodes will add the block
to the first version whereas some nodes will add it to the second version. For the next
new block each node adds it to their locally longest chain. Due to different computing
power, after some time only one longest chain emerges within the network that is the
valid one. All the other blocks and their corresponding transactions are then reverted.
So the finality of a transaction is based on probabilities that are increasing over the time.
The idea behind PoW is to limit and harden the process of adding new transactions
to the blockchain. If everybody could easily add transactions without having anything
to achieve, then the blockchain will not have a common global and valid state because
every node will probably add transactions from which it will benefit most. The system
would be more or less worthless. PoW is one kind of consensus mechanism that is easy
to implement compared to others. That is the reason why Bitcoin applied PoW. Today
this consensus mechanism can be seen as proven after more than 10 years of being in
production environment and also an interesting target for attacks. Beside PoW there
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also exist other consensus algorithms which we will discuss in section 2.4.4.
The difficulty, which means the amount of required leading zeros of a created block hash,
is adjusted by the Nakamoto Consensus in a way that on average about every 10 minutes
a new block is mined. The protocol does so by analysing the total hash power of the
network and the average creation time of the last few blocks and their corresponding
difficulties. In some cases the next new block is mined within only a couple of minutes
and in other cases it takes significantly longer than 10 minutes. Over time on average, 10
minutes per block is achieved.
Bitcoin is limited to a total supply of 21 million Bitcoins which gets created by the protocol
over time. At the moment, about 18.1 million Bitcoins are created by the protocol [29].
Nodes mining new blocks are rewarded with the block reward. As mentioned above, the
block reward are newly created Bitcoins. The block reward started with 50 BTC per
new block and is halving every 210,000 blocks [30]. The actual block reward is 12.5 BTC,
which gets halved most probably in the middle of May 2020. At the time of this writing,
the latest block height was 607,061 [29]. With block height 630,001 the block reward is
halved to 6.25 BTC per new mined block. At some point in time, all Bitcoins are mined
and miners are only rewarded with transaction fees.
The current Bitcoin network consists of about 9,500 nodes [31] that can produce about
93 EH/s 1 [32] in total and about 10 TH/s 2 on average per node.
Bitcoin is mainly a payment application, or at least it was intended to be one. To
bring the advantages of blockchains to a broader audience, V. Buterin introduced a
concept for distributed and decentralised applications in a generic way in the end of
2013 [33]. Ethereum [34] is a blockchain based platform that beside payments also offers
the concepts of smart contracts. Smart contracts are applications that are stored and
executed on the blockchain, consequently they are deterministic and trustless. We will
touch on smart contracts and their use cases in sections 2.2.15, 2.2.5 and 2.2.6.
In this section, we introduced the reader into blockchain and Bitcoin in common. Next,
we will discuss some design dimensions of blockchains and other DLTs.

2.2.1

Design Dimensions

Most of the existing DLT and blockchain based projects can be classified among the
following characteristics.
A blockchain can either be permissioned (private), which means not everyone can be
part of it, or permissionless (public), which means everyone can be part of it without
any restrictions [35]. In permissioned blockchains participating nodes often have to
fulfill certain criteria to be able to be part of the network, e.g. pay a certain amount of
deposit, be an enterprise with a certain annual revenue, and so on. For example, Bitcoin
1
2
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is a permissionless and Hyperledger Fabric, discussed in section 2.4.5, a permissioned
blockchain. In permissionless blockchains the respective client can be downloaded and
executed without any limitation. The main advantages of a permissioned blockchain
compared to a permissionless blockchain are scalability and efficiency. In a private
blockchain consensus has to be reached only within a small group of nodes. This makes
it faster and requires less resources. The main benefits of a permissionless blockchain
are security, immutability and censorship-resistance. In a public blockchain data is
distributed across many nodes and that ensures integrity, availability and security.
Furthermore, any permissioned or permissionless blockchain can be open or closed,
concerning the right of reading the stored data. This results in four different types:
permissionless & open, permissionless & closed, permissioned & open and permissioned
& closed [35].
Regardless of the right of reading the stored data or the possibility of contributing to the
network, there are many different algorithms and mechanisms for reaching consensus in
a blockchain. Based on the design dimensions, other blockchains use different consensus
algorithms. An open and permissionless blockchain for example can use PoW, whereas
a closed and permissioned blockchain can use proof-of-authority. Different consensus
algorithms will be mentioned in section 2.4.4.
Besides, there are two types of balance models in current blockchains. A blockchain
can either be unspent transaction output (UTXO) or account based [36]. UTXO based
blockchains focus on the underlying assets, which means the flow of the assets is recorded
and private keys are controlling single outputs of transactions. This model will be
discussed in section 2.2.12. On the other hand, account based blockchains focus on
single accounts and their balances, like in traditional banking systems for example, where
a private key controls all the funds related to a certain account. Bitcoin is a UTXO
and Ethereum is an account based blockchain. The main advantages of a UTXO based
compared to an account based blockchain are scalability, privacy and its stateless nature.
Not summarising all transactions into one account provides a higher privacy. Also,
processing stateless UTXOs in parallel enables better scalability. The main benefits of
an account based blockchain are simplicity and efficiency. To keep track of an account
is more simple and efficient than to trace single inputs and outputs of transactions and
summarise them.
Beside these design dimensions, the following emerging model that correlates three aspects
in DLTs has to be considered. The trilemma states that a distributed system cannot
maximise all three properties, i.e. scalability, security and decentralization, at full extent
at the same time. E.g. a system with many nodes is more secure than one with fewer
nodes, but it has limited scalability compared to the other one. The same is true for
scalability and decentralization. If a system is more decentralised than another system,
it is less secure, because unknown third parties are operating in the system that could
act maliciously. As the reader can see, maximizing properties always minimizes other
properties. E.g. Bitcoin is relatively secure and mostly decentralized and has therefore
scaling limitations beside others, which will be discussed in section 2.2.17. Solving the
12
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trilemma is one of the hardest challenges in the area of blockchains and crypto currencies.
Figure 2.6 is visualizing the trade-off between these three properties.

Figure 2.6: The trilemma in blockchains and other DLTs characterizes the trade-off
between scalability, security and decentralization. Maximizing one of these properties is
minimizing the remaining two [37].
We have discussed how different blockchains and DLTs can be designed and clustered
based on the most important design dimensions. The trilemma states that there is a
certain trade-off between scalability, decentralisation and security which lead to high
activities in research and development during the last years. In the following sections
further building blocks and fundamentals of blockchain and DLTs will be discussed.

2.2.2

Peer-to-Peer Networks

On a network level blockchains and other DLTs are often based on peer-to-peer networks,
to operate in a distributed, reliable and censorship-resistant way. Communication is
happens directly between nodes and information is mostly sent either by flooding or
gossiping mechanisms. All nodes within a peer-to-peer systems are equal and there is no
master node or similar authority with more rights than others. Nodes in a peer-to-peer
network are connected in a mesh network and are both providing and consuming services
[38].

2.2.3

Pools

Nodes within the peer-to-peer network and consequently within a blockchain can either
operate independently or together with others in a pool of nodes. A pool is a union of
several nodes operating as a single unit. A node offers its resources to a pool of resources,
which splits the earned reward to the pool participants according to the amount of
resources they contributed to it.
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Pools based on the PoW algorithm are called mining pools. With its hashing power a
node contributes to the pool and gets a part of the reward earned by the pool based on
the share of the hashing power provided by the node to the total pool hashing power.
If the pool hashing power is e.g. 4 EH/s and a nodes hashing power is 40 Th/s, the
node gets 0.001% minus fees for the pool operator of the earned reward by the pool. In
Bitcoin, four big mining pools, i.e. Poolin, F2Pool, ’BTC.com’ and AntPool, control
58.8% of the total hash rate of the Bitcoin network [39]. Mining pools are often criticized
concerning centralization.
Pools based on the proof-of-stake (PoS) algorithm, which we will also discuss in section
2.4.4, are called staking pools. The principle is the same as with mining pools. Instead of
contributing with hashing power, a node contributes with the amount of coins or tokens
it controls. Therefore it has to lock its funds in a specific address to enable the pool
operator to make use of the funds in the block creation process. This is some kind of a
security issue because one has to hand over the control of the funds to a trusted third
party. To avoid that, there are also cold staking pools. In cold staking pools funds are
locked in cold wallets, which are under control of the node, instead of locking funds in a
specific address not under control of the node [40].

2.2.4

Wallets

Another important building block in blockchains and DLTs are wallets. Broadly speaking,
a wallet is a ’place’ where private keys are stored. There are two types of wallets: hot
and cold wallets. A short introduction into both types, as well as into their advantages
and drawbacks, as presented in [41] will follow.
There are three types of hot wallets: desktop, mobile and online wallets. Desktop wallets
are programs installed and executed on a computer. Secured by a password they allow to
control the coins via the keys. Mobile wallets are similar to desktop wallets, but instead
of being installed on a computer, they are installed and executed on a smartphone. The
third type are online wallets which are services like exchanges or other wallet services.
Besides, hot wallets can be custodial or non-custodial. Custodial means, a service is
managing the funds for the user. From a technical point of view, in custodial wallets
the user does not fully controlling the coins but the wallet service or program does it for
the user. At non-custodial wallets the user alone has control over the respective keys.
The advantages of hot wallets are, i.e. that they are easily accessible, user friendly and
usually free or inexpensive. The drawbacks are, i.e. that they are vulnerable to hacking,
the user has no control over the keys in custodial wallets and they are susceptible to
scams.
There are two types of cold wallets: hardware and paper wallets. A hardware wallet is
a physical device which has to be connected to a node either via USB or via another
interface. Private keys are stored on the device itself and do not even leave the device
when creating a transaction. If the user wants to send a transaction, the transaction
is sent to the device, is signed on the device and sent back to the node, from where it
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gets sent to the network. A paper wallet is a piece of paper printed with the private key,
either in form of a QR code or in clear text. The user has to scan or type the private key
into a wallet software if he wants to make a transaction. The advantages of cold wallets
are i.e. that they are highly secure, not dependent on a third party and that the user is
in control of the keys at any time. In case of a hardware wallet, an additional advantage
is that the key never leaves the device. However, drawbacks are i.e. that they are less
user friendly and more expensive than hot wallets and that they can be lost or destroyed.
Once a private key is lost, also all the coins controlled by the key are lost. A study shows
that about 20% of all existing Bitcoins are lost because the private keys were lost [42].
As mentioned in section 2.1, a Bitcoin address is generated from the public key. The
public key on the other hand is generated from the private key which is based on a very big
random number. Instead of using a very big random number, hierarchical deterministic
wallets use a seed as an input for the private key generation process. This seed mostly
consists of 12 or 24 randomly selected words from a predefined word list. Based on
the selected words, a master private key is generated. By increasing the master private
key, derived private keys are generated. From these generated private keys, Bitcoin
addresses are calculated. Derived private keys can again be used as master keys for other
derived keys. The depth of key levels is not limited. The main advantage of hierarchical
deterministic wallets is i.e. that not every private key has to be backed up, but only the
seed and the increasing mechanism has to be stored. Based on the seed, each derived
private key can be re-created and so can the public keys and Bitcoin address. The concept
of hierarchical deterministic wallets was introduced with Bitcoin Improvement Proposal
(BIP) 32 [43]. Figure 2.7 shows the conceptual view of a hierarchical deterministic wallet.

2.2.5

Coins & Tokens

As discussed in 2.2.4, wallets can handle coins, more precisely they can handle private
keys. When it comes to Bitcoin and blockchain, often the terms token and coin are
used. In many cases they are mistakenly used as synonyms. However, both terms target
different things and have different purposes, as summarised in [45].
A coin is the native currency of a blockchain project, e.g. in Bitcoin this is Bitcoin (BTC)
and in Ethereum this is Ether (ETH). The coin is the monetary instrument for operating
the network. Fees and rewards are paid in the native coin.
On the other hand, tokens are created on a blockchain by e.g. smart contracts discussed
in section 2.2.15. A smart contract can issue new tokens and handle the owner of existing
tokens. New tokens are released by a smart contract by receiving coins as a countertrade.
What a token represents, depends on the purposes of the developers of the respective
token smart contract. There are two main types of tokens: fungible and non-fungible
tokens. In Ethereum, tokens are standardized by Ethereum Improvement Proposals
(EIPs) based on Ethereum Request for Comments (ERCs). ERC-20 [46] is the most used
fungible token standard, whereas ERC-721 [47] is the most used standard for non-fungible
tokens. The most known ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain is Tether [48], i.e.
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Figure 2.7: A hierarchical deterministic wallet starts with one root seed from which a
master key is derived. By performing operations on the master key, child keys are derived.
From each child key subsequent child keys can be constructed. The level of depth is not
limited. By knowing the root seed and the operations that were performed on them, each
key can be re-constructed at any time [44].

a stable-coin that is claimed to be backed by the USD [49]. The most known ERC-721
token on Ethereum is Gods Unchained Cards [50], i.e. collectable cards which are unique
and virtual [51]. Tokens can also represent physical goods as discussed in section 2.2.6.
There is another distinction between different types of token concerning the value they
are representing, summarised in [52]. There are i.e. utility, security, currency, reward
and asset tokens. Utility tokens are used for specific products or services of a project or
company, therefore they are representing access. Security tokens represent a share of a
company, like digital stock certificates, consequently they represent ownership. Currency
tokens are the same as coins, which we mentioned earlier in this section. Reward tokens
are some kind of an incentive for the user for a specific service. Finally, asset tokens
represent real world assets, e.g. a windmill. In the next section this will be discussed in
detail.
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2.2.6

Tokenization

Within the last few years, the term tokenization has got more and more attention in the
field of blockchains. Tokenization which is explained in detail in [53], basically means
the division of digital or physical goods into small parts called a token which is unique
and cannot be copied. Tokens are usually maintained by smart contracts, discussed in
section 2.2.15. A token is an asset in a DLT and it represents a part of a good, ideally
connected with its rights and duties. For example an operator of a windmill divides
one windmill worth 1 million USD in total into 1,000 tokens, worth 1,000 USD each.
Therefore each token represents 0.1% of the windmill and each token owner also gets
0.1% of the produced energy or earned profit. To ensure the connection of a token to its
rights and duties which is a big challenge, Liechtenstein released the legal framework for
tokenization which became significant by the beginning of 2020 as the first country in the
world, called the Liechtenstein Blockchain Act [54]. The token container model provides
a legal framework for transferring physical goods into its DLT based representation
connected with its rights and duties. As the reader can see, as a consequence some kind
of governmental and central control arises, which is not intended by DLTs.
In the last two sections the concepts of coins, tokens and tokenization were introduced.
Due to the increasing amount of different DLTs mentioned in the introduction of this
chapter, also the need of exchanging coins and tokens across different blockchains and
projects got more and more important. A way for interoperability will be discussed next.

2.2.7

Atomic Swaps

As mentioned, interoperability has got increasingly important. Atomic swaps allow two
parties to exchange tokens or coins from two different blockchains. Let us for example
assume that Alice and Bob want to exchange Bitcoin and Ethereum without trusting a
third party, i.e. an exchange. They can exchange both coins in an atomic way, meaning
either both or none of them spend their coins by using atomic swaps. Atomic swaps make
either use of smart contracts, discussed in section 2.2.15 or hash time locked contracts
(HTLCs), discussed in section 3.1.2, depending on the underlying blockchains and their
capabilities. Atomic swaps can happen across blockchain forks discussed in detail in the
next section 2.2.8, i.e. between Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash, or between completely different
blockchains, i.e. Bitcoin and Ethereum [55], both supporting atomic swaps.

2.2.8

Forks

Another important aspect in blockchains are forks. Every project within this new field
is a project with ongoing development, and so is Bitcoin. During the last decade a lot
of adaptions by the core developers of the Bitcoin protocol have happened. Each time
a change in the software happens, all nodes within the network are either required to
accept the new change or continue working on the old protocol. If not all of the nodes
decide for the same, a fork happens. Two types of forks exist: soft and hard forks. Soft
forks are small adaptions within the protocol, so that nodes which did not switch to the
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new protocol, can still validate blocks created by the new protocol. Hard forks are bigger
changes within the protocol: Nodes which didn’t switch to the new protocol are not able
to validate blocks created by the new protocol. Then a different crypto currency forks
from the former. The most known hard forks from Bitcoin are Litecoin, Bitcoin Cash,
Bitcoin Gold and Bitcoin SV [56].

2.2.9

External Data & Oracles

A big challenge in DLTs is the access to external data, which will be discussed in section
2.2.17. In general, DLTs cannot access data from outside the network. That is probably
one of the reasons why there is no real other killer application beside the payment
application. If an application requires access to external data due to its business logic, it
has to make use of oracles. Oracles are interfaces between the DLT and the world outside
the network, i.e. the internet. There are five different types of oracles, mentioned in [57]:
• A software oracle maintains data from online sources like prices, events or other
data.
• A hardware oracle maintains data directly from the physical world like from sensors
or other entities.
• An inbound oracle provides data from the external world to the network.
• An outbound oracle provides the network with the ability to send data to the
external world.
• A consensus-based oracle is directly involved into consensus creation of the DLT.
An oracle is a centralised interface which has to be trusted. It is not guaranteed per
default that every node validating the execution of the application receives the same data
from the external source or even data in general by the oracle. This can be caused by
different reasons, i.e. time differences between requests, availability, malicious behavior,
and so on. To overcome these limitations, the concept of decentralised oracles has been
introduced. Decentralised oracles consist of networks of oracles, so it is necessary that at
minimum of 3 out of 5 oracles provide the same date from outside the network, before
a date is accepted by an application for example. This minimizes the single point of
failure and also the dependency on a result of a single oracle [58]. ChainLink [59] e.g. is
a project based on decentralised oracles providing secure access to data feeds, APIs and
payments. Good behavior of oracles is incentivised and bad behavior will incur penalties.
Reputation of oracles is public to minimize malicious behavior.

2.2.10

Trusted Execution Environments

Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs) can be used together with oracles to bring external data to the blockchain. A Trusted Execution Environment (TEE) is a protected area
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in a processor or even a separate processor that protects the integrity and confidentiality
of data and applications. Intel SGX (Software Guard Extensions) is an implementation
of a TEE. Execution and data storage is separated from the rest of the processor and
secured by cryptographic assertions [60]. It is executed in an enclave, which detects
altered or tampered data and denies access and disables the environment. For example
Teechain [61] is an off-chain payment protocol making use of TEEs to perform secure
and scalable transactions on the blockchain with asynchronous blockchain access. In a
test deployment a throughput of 33,000 tps with a latency of 0.1 seconds was measured.
With TEEs trust assumptions are shifted from the DLT to semiconductor manufacturers
that suffer from their vulnerabilities like rollbacks and side-channel attacks [15].

2.2.11

Merkle Trees

Another important building block in the field of blockchains are merkle trees. A block in
the Bitcoin blockchain contains several kinds of information, i.e. the block size, the block
header, the transaction counter and the transactions itself. The block header consists of
the version, the previous block hash, the merkle root, the timestamp, the difficulty target
and the nonce. For efficient validating, if a certain transaction is part of a block, a node
can traverse the merkle tree starting at its root, the merkle root. Based on the target
hash, the node then goes to the left or the right branch. This is done several times until
the hash of the transaction is found or another transaction hash is reached and therefore
the searched hash is not found. A merkle tree is a binary hash tree, a data structure
used in computer science for efficiently verifying and summarising the integrity of large
data sets [62]. Figure 2.8 shows the conceptual view of a merkle tree in Bitcoin.

Figure 2.8: In a merkle tree each leaf stores some information and the nodes on the paths
from the root to the leaves are constructed based on the children. By this, a merkle tree
can be traversed very fast and it can be identified quickly whether a certain information
is contained or not [62].
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2.2.12

Transactions & Unspent Transaction Outputs

In general, a transaction defines the transition of assets from one entity to another. Especially in Bitcoin, another important building block is the concept of unspent transaction
outputs (UTXOs). As mentioned in section 2.2.1, Bitcoin is based on the UTXO model.
A transaction in Bitcoin is composed by a version, a locktime and at least one input and
one output each. The input specifies from where the assets come and the outputs specify
where the assets goes to. Figure 2.9 shows the conceptional view of a transaction. An
output of a transaction is either an input of another transaction or it is unspent. If it
is unspent, it can be used as an input for a new transaction. Transaction outputs are
controlled via corresponding private keys respectively scripts which will be discussed in
section 2.2.14. These scripts can be constructed in such a way that different transaction
types arise as discussed in the next section 2.2.13.
As Bitcoin is not account based, a user has sum up all the values of all UTXOs under
control by the owned private keys to obtain his balance in Bitcoin. In contrast, Ethereum
is based on an account model where a private key controls an account. The balance of
the account is continuously updated based on transactions. Both models have different
advantages and drawbacks as discussed in section 2.2.1.

Figure 2.9: A Bitcoin transaction contains among others version, inputs, outputs and a
locktime. Inputs of later transactions reference outputs of earlier transactions. By this,
transactions can be traversed starting at any block to the very beginning of a blockchain
[63].

2.2.13

Transaction Types

As discussed in the previous section, a very important building block especially of Bitcoin
is the construction of transactions. In Bitcoin different transaction types based on the
underlying use case exists. They are realised using scripting language Script, which will
be introduced in the next section 2.2.14. First, a short overview of the most important
transaction types introduced in [64] will be given.
Pay to public key hash (P2PKH) are the majority of transactions processed on
the Bitcoin network. This transaction contains a locking script that prevents the output
from being spent without presenting a signature and a public key produced by an entitled
private key.
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Pay to public key (P2PK) is a simpler form of a transaction than P2PKH. The
public key itself is stored within the locking script rather than a hashed version of it like
in P2PKH.
Pay to script hash (P2SH) allows transaction outputs which are bound to complex
conditions, to be spent in a lightweight way. A script that matches the hash of the P2SH
transaction has to be provided to be able to spend this transaction output.
Multi-signature transaction stores a set of public keys into the locking script of a
transaction output. A certain amount of signatures, produced by private keys, have to
be provided to be able to spend this transaction output. Multi-signature transactions
are called m-of-n multi-signature transaction output, where m and n can range from 1 to
15 and m has to be less or equal to n. E.g. a 2-of-2 multi-signature transaction output
can only be spent if both private keys provide their signatures. A 3-of-5 multi-signature
transaction output can be spent if 3 out of 5 private keys provide their signatures. This
can be any 3 out of the 5 predefined public keys.
Pay to witness script hash (P2WSH) is similar to P2SH. The signatures contain
the same information, but they are located in the Segregated Witness instead of in the
script signature [65, 66]. The concepts of the Segregated Witness will be discussed in
detail in section 2.4.2. Broadly speaking, information is split into two parts and only one
fraction is part of the transaction, whereas the other part is stored somewhere else.
Pay to witness public key hash (P2WPKH) is similar to P2PKH, but again the
signatures are located in the Segregated Witness instead of in the script signature [65, 66].
Data output (OP_RETURN) is used to store data to the blockchain that is not
relevant to the operating principles of Bitcoin in general. An OP_RETURN output is
not spendable and thereby it has a value of zero. It also is not provided with an unlocking
script. It is a special form of a UTXO and is often used for anchoring information from
other applications or use cases.

2.2.14

Scripts

As mentioned in the previous two sections, Bitcoin uses a scripting system for transactions
named Script. Script is stack-based, does not support loops and is not Turing-complete
[67]. Transactions can be provided with certain conditions that have to be met to spend
this transaction output. Script is the base for the different transaction types, discussed in
section 2.2.13. A script is a sequence of instructions, called Opcodes, from a predefined
set that are processed from left to right. There are Opcodes for constants, flow control,
stack operations, bitwise operations, arithmetic operations, cryptographic operations
and lock times. A transaction is valid if the combined script (transaction input script +
transaction output script) produces no errors during its execution. Figure 2.10 shows a
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script for a P2PKH transaction which we also discussed in 2.2.13. The execution of this
script on the stack is shown in figure 2.11. First, the ’scriptSig’ (unlocking script of the
new transaction input) and the ’scriptPubKey’ (locking script of the transaction output
that wants to be spent) are combined. Constants are added to the stack in a next step.
Third, the top stack item is duplicated and is hashed as a next step. Fifth, constants are
added again. Next, equality between the top two stack items is checked. As a last step,
the signature for the top two items is controlled. The sript has finished with no errors
and so the transaction is processed [67].

Figure 2.10: Example of a P2PKH transaction. ’scriptPubKey’ is the output script of
the transaction output that is used for a new transaction input. ’scriptSig’ is the input
script of the transaction input of the new transaction [67].

Figure 2.11: Example of a P2PKH stack execution. ’scriptSig’ and ’scriptPubKey’
commands are combined and put on a stack. The stack is executed from the top to the
bottom. A script and thereby a transaction is valid if no error occurs on executing the
whole stack command by command [67].

2.2.15

Smart Contracts

As discussed in the previous section 2.2.14, Script is the way of defining transactions
and their conditions in Bitcoin. Especially in the field of Ethereum, smart contracts
are a fundamental building block. Smart contracts are programs or instructions stored
and executed on every node in the network of a DLT. Depending on the underlying
DLT, a smart contract can map very simple to very complex business logic. Beside
payments, Ethereum can handle complex business logic empowered by the Turingcomplete programming language Solidity [68] and the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM).
Smart contracts have the following properties summarised in [69]:
• Computer programs - Smart contracts are simple computer programs.
• Immutable - Once deployed, they cannot be changed. To modify a smart contract,
a new instance beside the old one has to be deployed.
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• Deterministic - The result of the execution of a smart contract is the same for
every invoking entity with same preconditions and the same state of the blockchain.
• EVM context - Smart contracts are operating in a limited context of the own
state, the transaction that called them and some information about the most resent
blocks.
• Decentralised world computer - Smart contracts are executed by every EVM
on every node within the network, each operating on the same initial state and
producing the same final state.

The concepts of smart contracts were already introduced by Nick Szabo in 1997 [70],
who also introduced Bit Gold [71] in 1998, a forerunner of Bitcoin. Smart contracts
in Ethereum build the base for decentralised applications, called dApps. DApps can
map many kinds of applications, beyond the payment use case. Some further use
cases, summarised in [72] are i.e. digital identity, insurance applications, real estate
recording, supply chain management, internet of things, voting, tokenization, licensing and
intellectual property, certificates, health care data management or energy communities.
Listing 2.1 shows an example of a smart contract. This contract can be initialized with a
message which can be updated and returned by the respective methods.
1

pragma solidity ^0.5.10;

2
3

contract HelloWorld {

4

string public message;

5
6

constructor(string memory initMessage) public {
message = initMessage;
}

7
8
9
10

function setMessage(string memory newMessage) public {
message = newMessage;
}

11
12
13
14

function getMessage() public returns string {
return message;
}

15
16
17
18

}

Listing 2.1: Example of a simple smart contract. The contract can be initialized with a
message and there are methods for retrieving and updating the message.
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2.2.16

Scriptless Scripts

Another type of conditional payments are scriptless scripts. Scriptless scripts enable
off-chain smart contracts to Bitcoin by using Schnorr signatures which will be discussed
in section 2.3.1. By making use of signature aggregation, transaction outputs can be
conditioned with such signatures. Spending conditions are not enforced by the blockchain,
but rather by the parties themselves, therefore it is called off-chain. Scriptless scripts offer
additional functionality, privacy and efficiency. They were introduced with MimbleWimble
[73], discussed in section 2.3.1.

2.2.17

Limitations

Beside the major advantages, blockchains and DLTs are also limited in other aspects.
Some are related to the used consensus mechanism, i.e. to the PoW, but others are
related to the distributed approach or the underlying architecture. The major limitations
of the actual Bitcoin blockchain are identified in [7, 74], discussed below.
Sustainability One major drawback of the PoW consensus protocol is its dealing with
sustainability. PoW consumes a lot of energy for calculating random nonces and block
hashes. Bitcoin consumes 73.12 TWh per year which is comparable to the annual power
consumption of Austria [75]. A second drawback related to dealing with sustainability
is the fact that more and more specific mining hardware is produced, i.e. based on
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs). This particular hardware was developed
to create random nonces and calculate block hashes at a very high speed. They are
several times faster than normal CPUs or graphic cards on solving this specific task, but
cannot be used for something else apart from this task. Theoretically, once Bitcoin or
PoW is not relevant anymore, all this mining hardware will be more or less worthless.
Usability The Bitcoin blockchain is difficult to use which is another major drawback.
Only a few tools helping developers or even users to use the Bitcoin blockchain conveniently
exists. Over the last decade the main focus of research and development within this
field has been in developing technical solutions respectively improvements for a bunch of
problems and limitations. Usability was not the focus of most of the projects. It is also
necessary to work on this area to push ahead the mass adoption of Bitcoin and other
crypto currencies and DLT based projects.
Throughput A very big challenge in most of existing DLTs is scalability. As discussed
in section 2.2, the PoW consensus mechanism in Bitcoin is designed the way that on
average every 10 minutes a new block is mined. This is controlled by the adapted difficulty.
The consensus protocol calculates the actual difficulty by the provided hash power within
the network in a certain period. So the protocol can control the time between new blocks
on the blockchain. At the time of this writing the average transaction per block was about
2,200 [76]. Simply divided, these are about 4 tps. Compared to payment providers this
is very low. For example VISA, which is one of the biggest payment providers, processes
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about 65,000 tps [8]. There is a huge gap for Bitcoin to become a global payment solution
in its current form.
Latency As mentioned in section 2.2, the finality of transactions in Bitcoin is probabilistic and increasing over time. One transaction takes about 10 minutes to be inserted
to the blockchain. Due to the Bitcoin consensus protocol, it may happen that an inserted
transaction will be reverted afterwards, because of the Longest Cain Rule. Each block
after the block which contains a certain transaction can be interpreted as a confirmation.
A transaction is considered as final if it has six confirmations [77]. In a centralised
payment system, like VISA, a transaction is processed and safe within a few seconds.
This is another big challenge within this field.
Security Since i.e. in Bitcoin no one has control over the blockchain per design, also
no one can revert it, once malicious activities happened contrary to the expectations. It
is very unlikely that someone has the computing power to do so, but Bitcoin is vulnerable
towards 51%-attack [78, 79]. If an entity controls 51% of the network mining power,
it potentially has control over the network and can manipulate transactions, prevent
transactions from being processed, performing a double-spend-attack and so on. However,
it is not guaranteed to have success on an attack when having 51% of the network
hashing power under control. Because of the rise of mining pools, discussed in section
2.2.3, 51%-attacks are feasible. As mentioned in [80], even less than 51% are required to
compromise the network.
Size Another drawback is the size of the blockchain, which at the time of this writing
is about 240 GB [81]. Five years ago it was about 24 GB. With ongoing mass adoption
as a payment solution, the size of the blockchain will reach very high levels making it
difficult to store and process it in a distributed and decentralised way, especially on
mobile devices.
Fees As already mentioned in section 2.2, nodes earn transaction fees and block rewards
for spending their computational power to the Bitcoin network. Those transaction fees
are paid by all of the sending participants of all the transactions within a block. The
current average transaction fee is about 0.15 USD. At the peak time, at the end of 2017,
a transaction cost about 38 USD [82]. In comparison, transaction fees of a credit card
institute range from 1.5% to 2.9% of the paid amount [83]. Therefore, in most cases, it
is more expensive to send Bitcoin, than fiat money. Sending small amounts in Bitcoin,
so-called micro payments, are not economically feasible at the moment. This is another
big challenge that has to be solved.
External Data Another main issue with current blockchains is a reliable and deterministic access to external data discussed in section 2.2.9. In general, blockchains are not
able to access data from outside the network. If a blockchain application needs access
to external data, this happens via interfaces. Every node within the blockchain has to
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request this data via the interface when processing the application. It is not guaranteed
that every node receives the same data from the external source. Depending on the
application logic, reaching consensus could become impossible. Blockchain interactions
are somehow limited to data from the blockchain itself. The challenge is to make the
blockchain requesting external data only once and storing it to its environment.
Interoperability Another major limitation of current blockchains is the interaction
or the data exchange with other blockchains. Interacting with the environment or with
other blockchains is not enabled by default by most blockchains. Different approaches
and technologies to overcome this limitation summarised by M. Borkowski et al. in [84]
exists. Interoperability could be simple data exchange, but also complex exchange or
transfer of values that opens up non trivial challenges. In section 2.2.7 one solution for
interoperability was discussed.
Immutability Another major limitation is the immutability concerning illegal content.
In general, immutability is an advantage of blockchains, but if illegal content is stored in
the blockchain, it can also become a limitation, because this content cannot be easily
removed or deleted. Development effort has to be spent on reliable mechanisms to prevent
illegal content from even being stored on the blockchain.
As can be seen, there are many open challenges within this field. A lot of different
approaches have been developed to solve current blockchain limitations like scalability
and privacy. Approaches are ranging from very simple changes or adaptions to very
complex changes or adaptions. Before giving the reader an overview of the different
approaches and their known implementations, privacy and security aspects of DLTs will
be introduced.

2.3

Privacy & Security

Blockchain data is public and immutable in general. This is an advantage, as well as
a disadvantage, depending on the respective viewpoint. Entities and transactions are
hidden in general by cryptographic mechanisms. There are several ways for linking
Bitcoin addresses to individuals, e.g. if a user publishes an address for donation purposes
somewhere. There are also ways for linking addresses to nodes and IP addresses [85].
Once this happened, the complete transaction history of an individual can be traversed
to the past. Therefore privacy is very important in such systems. In this section, an
introduction into specific privacy and security aspects of Bitcoin, blockchains and DLT in
general will be given. First, privacy preserving mechanisms and approaches and second,
blockchains and coins that are based on these will be discussed.

2.3.1

Privacy Preserving Mechanisms & Approaches

In Bitcoin a few mechanisms and approaches for improving privacy exist, summarised in
[86] and extended by the author of this paper.
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Avoiding address reuse is a mechanism where a Bitcoin address is only used once
for receiving Bitcoins. A third party cannot link addresses to the same entity in general
and so it does not know, how many coins an entity controls. Hierarchical deterministic
wallets, discussed in section 2.2.4, are a usage of this method.
Using multiple transactions is another way for improving privacy. Instead of sending
all the intended value in a single transaction, the total amount can be sent via multiple
transactions particularly from different addresses. A third party cannot easily observe
the total amount of sent value when this approach is used.
Coin swap is a mechanism based on the idea of atomic swaps, discussed in 2.2.7. Two
parties can perform a coin swap by sending the same amount of coins to a third party,
either a trusted one or a trustless script. The third party then swaps the coins and so
the transaction graph is broken in general.
Mixing services are another way of breaking the transaction graph. Mixing breaks the
graph by receiving Bitcoins from different addresses and sending back different Bitcoins
to the sender. A third party cannot link the incoming and outgoing transactions in
general.
CoinJoin is a technique to combine several payments into one single transaction. This
makes it difficult to third parties to observe, which sender sent which amount to which
receiver. CoinJoin can be applied to Bitcoin without any modification of the protocol
[87].
Confidential transactions is a protocol which encrypts the amount of a transaction
so that it is not publicly available. It is guaranteed that no values are created or destroyed
in a transaction without revealing the transaction amount [88].
One-way aggregate signatures is a method for unlinking inputs and outputs of a
Bitcoin transaction. This mechanism is based on composite signatures, an improvement
of aggregate signatures. Aggregate signatures is a method to merge single signatures into
one signature from which the single signatures cannot be recovered anymore. Additionally,
composite signatures combines several transactions into one single transaction to hide
the links between inputs and outputs of a transaction [89].
Homomorphic encryption is a powerful cryptography allowing certain types of
computations to be performed directly on the ciphertext. The decrypted result is
identical to first decrypting the ciphertext and then performing the computations on it.
Homomorphic encryption allows data to be stored and modified without decrypting it.
Ethereum e.g. provides homomorphic encryption on data stored on the blockchain for
better control and higher privacy [24].
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Attribute-based encryption binds the decryption of a ciphertext on the secret key,
but also on the fulfillment of certain attributes, such as time or location, at respectively
on which the decryption is allowed [24].
Off-chain transactions are another way of improving privacy in blockchains. Transactions within the payment channel network, so-called off-chain transactions, are not
visible to participants that are not involved in a payment in general. A third party
can observe the initial conditions of a payment channel as well as its closing conditions
on the blockchain, but it cannot observe which transactions are made in detail. Only
participants of the payment channel can observe that. E.g. Alice creates a payment
channel with Bob and deposits an amount of 1 BTC to the blockchain. This amount is
publicly known. After some time Bob closes the channel and the result of the payment
channel - Alice owning 0.5 BTC and Bob owning 0.5 BTC - is stored to the blockchain.
Now it cannot be derived if only one transaction happened, Alice sent 0.5 BTC to Bob
for example, or if more transactions happened, Alice sent 1 BTC to Bob and Bob sent
0.5 BTC back to Alice for example. Details are only known to the participants of the
payment channel. Payment channel networks will be discussed in detail in chapter 3.
Dual-Key Stealth Address Protocol (DKSAP) hides the association of a transaction output with a recipient’s address, which means it hides the actual destination
address of a transaction [90]. The protocol works as following: A receiver creates a pair
of public private keys. One pair is created for sending transactions and one is created for
scanning transactions to receive funds. Both public keys are only known to the sender
and receiver, not to the blockchain. The sender creates a temporary key pair and sends
the public key to the receiver. Next, both create a shared secret based on these keys.
The sender now creates the destination address of the receiver and sends the payment to
it. The receiver can also create this destination address and can spend the funds. To
do so, the receiver has to scan all the transactions permanently on the blockchain to
be aware of received funds. Actively scanning the blockchain is consuming significant
resources. E.g. Monero, discussed in section 2.3.2, makes use of DKSAP to strengthen
the privacy of the participants.
MimbleWimble is a privacy preserving protocol published in 2016 by T. E. Jedusor
[91]. MimbleWimble is a combination of several methods such as CoinJoin, confidential
transactions and one-way aggregate signatures. Besides, MimbleWimble uses a mechanism
called transaction cut-through which eliminates redundant transaction information. Spent
outputs and their corresponding inputs are removed so that only the very origin and the
actual unspent transaction output are remaining. This reduces the size of the blockchain
significantly and increases the privacy substantially. Confidential transactions require
more computational resources, whereby the throughput is reduced. There is an expected
trade-off between scalability and privacy, as mentioned in section 2.2.1.
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Unlinkable, confidential and anonymous transactions introduced by Singh et
al. in [92] are built on four roles: the sender, the receiver, the verifier and the authority.
Sender and receiver are the interacting entities of a transaction. The verifier is an entity
that is in charge of verifying the protocol. The developed approach is based on Ethereum,
therefore the verifier is a smart contract. The authority is an instance that takes over
control of the interacting user, i.e. controlling their identities. The protocol combines
several steps and well-known approaches like ring signatures and elliptic curve based
schemes. The presented approach hides the sender and the transferred amount, but not
the receiver. Due to the complex and formal procedure and the focus of this work, we
refer the reader to the paper of Singh et al. for further details.
Privacy-preserving pre-consensus protocol introduced by Yasusaka et al. in [93]
hides the sent amount and balances of interacting entities. The protocol is built on
two phases: the pre-consensus process and the normal transaction process. In the preconsensus process, the interacting parties reach consensus about the transaction amount
without revealing the individual balances of the entities. Both parties sign a publicly
verifiable signature, a third party maintains the signature and every node can verify its
correctness. The authors are using well-known approaches like ZKPs, discussed in 2.1,
and homomorphic encryption, discussed in this section. Simplified, it is proven that the
sender has sufficient currency or assets and the transaction is non-negative. We refer the
reader to the paper of Yasusaka et al. for further protocol details due to the focus of the
work in hand.
Distributed key generation (DKG) is a protocol where several entities are involved
in the key generation or revealing process. A (n,t)-DKG protocol requires a set of n
entities to collectively create a secret. Each node stores a share of the secret so that at
least t nodes have to collaborate in an asynchronous way to re-create the secret which is
the base for the private key. If less than t nodes cooperate on the process, the secret and
thereby the private key cannot be created [94]. Torus [95] e.g. is using DKG based on
asynchronous verifiable secret sharing [96] to provide frictionless logins for distributed
applications on the blockchain based on OAuth accounts at Google and Facebook, to
derive their private keys in a secure and trustless way. Thereby Torus contributes to the
mainstream adoption which is braked by the inconvenient way of handling private keys.
P2SH transaction outputs provide some kind of privacy until it is spent. As discussed
in section 2.2.13, in a P2SH transaction, the hash of a certain script is locked together
with the amount of coins. To spend from this output, a script has to be provided that
produces the required hash. When the script is provided, it’s publicly available and
reveals all its details, e.g. who can spend from this output in which way. One mechanism
to overcome this fact is a Merkelized Abstract Syntax Tree (MAST). In a MAST all the
possibilities to spend from an output are hashed and stored in a merkle tree, discussed
in section 2.2.11. Only the merkle root is locked to the output. If a transaction spends
from this output, it only has to reveal the one possibility which is used to spend from it,
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but not all the others. Everyone else can verify that this is valid or not, without needing
to know all the other possibilities to spend from this output. With this mechanism the
privacy of transactions can be increased significantly [97, 98]. Taproot makes use of
MAST and Schnorr signatures which will be discussed in section 2.3.1, to add an extra
cooperative possibility for spending from an output. A P2SH is often used for either-or
transaction schemes, e.g. either Alice provides a secret and can spend immediately from
an output or Bob waits for a certain amount of blocks to spend from an output. Per
default there is no cooperative way for spending from it. Taproot overcomes this fact by
making use of both concepts mentioned [99].
Shamir secret sharing scheme splits up the secret into several parts which are
distributed to several entities. Depending on the construction of the secret sharing
scheme, m out of n parties are required to collaborate to restore the original secret. Any
set that is smaller than m parties, is not able to restore the secret [100]. This process is
similar to the asynchronous verifiable secret sharing scheme. The main difference between
both is that asynchronous verifiable secret sharing scheme works also in asynchronous
networks. Bitcoin uses Shamir secret sharing scheme to require m out of n parties to agree
on a transaction. Conceptually it is similar to multi-signature transactions discussed
in section 2.2.13. The main difference is that Shamir secret sharing does not reveal
the participating entities. Shamir secret sharing scheme can be used together with a
multi-signature transaction scheme to distribute multi-signature private keys. Figures
2.12 and 2.13 show Shamir secret sharing scheme and multi-signature transaction. Both
require 2 out of 3 entities to collaborate.

Figure 2.12: In Shamir secret sharing scheme a secret, i.e. a key, is devided by multiple
parties. One party alone cannot restore the secret without cooperating with others [100].
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Figure 2.13: In a multi-signature transaction a signature is created by several cooperating
parties. One party alone cannot create a respective signature and an observer can see
that a signature is created by more than one party [100].

Schnorr Signatures are a different type of signatures, than ECDSA signatures. As
discussed in section 2.2.12, new transactions are based on unspent outputs. Those
outputs can belong to different private keys. Broadly speaking, Schnorr Signatures
are collaboratively created over the sum of different public keys. Figure 2.14 shows a
transaction with multiple transaction inputs, each signed with ECDSA. An observer
can identify the multi-signature pattern. Figure 2.15 shows a transaction with multiple
transaction inputs signed with Schnorr Digital Signature Scheme. A third party cannot
observe anymore if the transaction input is a multi-signature input or not. Schnorr
signatures are linear, meaning they can be added and subtracted on each other, called
signature aggregation. E.g. signature 1 + signature 2 = signature 3, corresponding to
public key 1 + public key 2 = public key 3. Signature 3 is valid as well and can only
be created by adding signature 1 and 2. By using Schnorr Signatures, the privacy and
also the scalability can be improved in Bitcoin and other blockchains. Multi-signature
transaction inputs signed with Schnorr Digital Signature Scheme requires less storage,
compared to multi-signature transaction inputs signed with ECDSA. Thereby the amount
of transactions in a block can be increased.

Figure 2.14: In a transaction signed with ECDSA, several parties are required to
collaborate on signature creation and an observer can see that a signature was created
by more than one party [101].
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Figure 2.15: In a transaction signed with Schnorr Digital Signature Scheme, several
parties are still required to collaborate on signature creation, but an observer cannot see
anymore if the transaction was signed by one individual or by several parties [101].

Ring signatures are digital signatures created by a member of a group, where each
member has their own key. It is computationally infeasible to determine the entity from
the group that created the signature. A transaction message signed with a ring signature
can be verified by any group member without revealing the sender, the receiver, the
transaction amount and the signatory. Monero was the first blockchain that implemented
ring signatures [102, 103]. Monero and further privacy preserving blockchains will be
discussed in the next section 2.3.2.
As the reader can see, there are several mechanisms and approaches to protect the privacy
and pseudo anonymity. Due to the public access and the immutability of data in a
blockchain, privacy protecting mechanisms are very important. This has lead also to the
rise of privacy preserving blockchains and coins within the last years. Next some of the
most known privacy blockchains and coins will be discussed.

2.3.2

Privacy Preserving Blockchains & Coins

Some of the major privacy preserving blockchains and coins using the discussed privacy
preserving methods and approaches are discussed in this chapter.
Monero is a private digital currency focusing on privacy [104]. A transaction in Monero
obfuscates the address of the sending entity, the address of the receiving entity, as well
as the transacted amount. This is different to Bitcoin or Ethereum where information
is publicly visible to everyone. Monero uses ring signatures, discussed in section 2.3.1,
to protect the input side of a transaction. The transaction amount is hidden by ring
confidential transactions. The sender only reveals as much information as needed by the
miners to confirm the transaction. The receiver is protected by stealth addresses, which
are one time public keys and therefore make linking more difficult for a third party [105].
Like Monero, Zcash is a privacy-protecting and digital currency [106] focusing on privacy.
Zcash is based on zero-knowledge succinct non-interactive arguments of knowledge (zkSNARK), a special form of a ZKP, in which the prover and the verifier even do not
have to interact with each other [107]. ZKPs were discussed in section 2.1. In Zcash
there are private (z-addresses) and transparent addresses (t-addresses) and therefore four
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types of transactions: z-to-z (private), z-to-t (deshielding), t-to-z (shielding) and t-to-t
(public). Z-to-z (private) transactions are stored on the public blockchain, so everybody
knows that a transaction happened, but addresses and transaction amount are encrypted.
Using encryption on the blockchain requires a ZKP to be able to validate transactions.
T-to-t (public) transaction are like transactions in Bitcoin. Addresses and the amount
sent are visible to everybody on the blockchain. Z-to-t (deshielding) or t-to-z (shielding)
transactions reveal either the sender or the receiver and in both cases the transaction
amount [108].
Both, Grin [109] and Beam [110] are privacy coins implementing the MimbleWimble
protocol discussed in section 2.3. Both projects are promising scalable and confidential
transactions. There are two main differences between these projects. Grin is a communitydriven project whereas Beam is developed by an enterprise. Both projects use PoW based
consensus algorithms designed to be resistant to hardware arms-races. Grin is based on
Cuckoo Cycle PoW algorithm [111] and Beam on Equihash PoW algorithm [112].
While Monero, Zcash, Grin and Beam are privacy preserving UTXO based blockchains
respectively protocols, BlockMaze is the first privacy preserving account model based
blockchain. BlockMaze is built on zk-SNARK and protects transaction amounts and the
relationship between sender and receiver. To hide the transaction amount, BlockMaze
uses a dual-balance model that splits up the amount into two parts: a plaintext balance
and a zero knowledge balance. To hide the relationship between sender and receiver of a
transaction, BlockMaze uses a two-step fund transfer procedure. In the first step, the
sender creates a commitment on the transferred amount and computes a zero-knowledge
transaction to transfer committed funds. Second, the receiver recovers the transfer
commitment from the sender and creates a zero-knowledge transaction to deposit funds
from the sender [113].
In the last two sections, we introduced the reader into the major aspects of privacy and
security in current blockchains and DLT. Next, we will introduce different approaches to
overcome the limitation of scaling in blockchains and DLT.

2.4

Scaling Approaches

Different scaling approaches ranging from small adaptions of parameters, over splitting
up the network in parts, over changing the way for reaching consensus, over building
solutions on top of the blockchain and in this way ’outsourcing’ some problems to other
networks, to completely new distributed ledger technologies concerning the construction
of the underlying architecture exist. In this section, the most relevant ones, starting with
the simplest and ending with the most complex approaches will be presented.

2.4.1

Block Size

The simplest approach to scale the transaction throughput is by increasing the block
size. The block size limits the amount of transactions that can be stored in one block
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based on the storage ability. In 2010, the block size was limited to 1 MB by Satoshi
Nakamoto [114]. A transaction with one input and two outputs is about 250 bytes [115].
This results in about 4,000 transactions per block at maximum. Increasing the block size
will increase the throughput, but it also has some drawbacks, i.e. more data has to be
transferred and validated by each node at the same time. Increasing the block size makes
it harder for a single node to process one block in a certain period of time.

2.4.2

Segregated Witness

A more complex way to scale the throughput of transactions in a blockchain is to decrease
the storage size of a single transaction respectively to outsource some of its information.
In August 2017 Segregated Witness (SegWit) was implemented in Bitcoin that separates
the witness, which means the signature, of a transaction from the transaction itself [116].
In SegWit a transaction only holds the hash value of the signature which is smaller than
the signature itself. The implementation of SegWit resulted in a soft fork, which will
be discussed in section 2.2.8. Nodes, which did not activate SegWit, can still process
SegWit-transactions, but cannot fully validate transactions based on it. Also the block
size was increased by SegWit from 1 MB to about 2 MB [117].

2.4.3

Sharding

Another more complex way of scaling blockchains to a higher level is to use sharding [118].
Sharding divides the network into smaller areas responsible for mining and validating
only certain blocks or transactions instead of all blocks and transactions. Shards can
be built based on different properties like location, version and so on. Sharding makes
the blockchain faster because it acts more in parallel. On the other hand, it also has
some drawbacks. The fewer nodes a blockchain maintains, the higher the probability of
being successfully performing attacks, i.e. a 51% attack discussed in section 2.2.17. A
second important disadvantage are cross-shard transactions. As shards are only aware
of transactions within their responsibility, sending transactions between shards is more
complex than within a not-sharded blockchain or the same shard. There are synchronous
and asynchronous cross-shard transactions. Synchronous cross-shard transactions require
both validators on both shards to collaboratively confirm the transaction. Asynchronous
cross-shard transactions work in two steps. The receiving shard queries a user account
whether the outgoing transaction in the sending shard has enough confirmations. There is
a non-zero chance that any of the blocks of one of the shards gets orphaned and therefore
invalid. As the reader can see there is again a certain trade-off between scalability and
security.

2.4.4

Consensus Protocols

Another way to overcome major limitations of blockchains such as energy consumption or
scalability issues, is by using different consensus algorithms in blockchains. As mentioned
in section 2.2, the Bitcoin blockchain uses PoW. PoW is a mechanism to harden the
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possibility for adding new information to the blockchain. To add a new information,
e.g. a transaction or a bunch of transactions, a mathematically hard problem has to be
solved. In case of PoW, a nonce has to be found which together with the transaction
data produces a hash starting with a certain amount of zeros. To find a respective hash,
a node can only set a random node and produce the hash of the block data. If the hash
fits the requirements, a new block is mined. If not, the node can only set another random
node and try again until it finds a required hash or another node finds one. Due to the
downsides of this mechanism, such as high energy effort, other consensus protocols have
been developed. An overview of the most relevant and important consensus algorithms
which are partially summarised in [119] will be given next.
PoS follows a different approach. Nodes controlling a certain amount of a crypto currency
or scarce token in a blockchain, are in general allowed to add new information to it. It
depends on the concrete implementation how a node that is allowed to add the next block
is finally selected. It is mostly based on a random factor on every new block. The major
advantages are energy-efficiency, throughput and scalability [120]. One drawback is the
nothing-at-stake problem which describes the fact that a vote does not cost anything
and so a node can vote for different versions of a blockchain simultaneously. This can
be punished by losing all the coins, once it is detected by the protocol for example.
Another downside is the exclusion of nodes owning fewer crypto currencies than required
to participate in the consensus. This leads to some kind of centralisation based on the
amount of money one has. But this is similar to PoW where entities with more money
have more performant hardware to mine and outperform those who have fewer financial
possibilities. Another drawback in PoS is the disclosure of the identity and the wealth of
a participant [121]. Ganesh et al. proposes a privacy preserving PoS protocol in [121].
Ouroboros Crypsinous is another privacy preserving PoS algorithm proposed by Kerber et
al. in [122]. E.g. Nxt [123] and Cardano [124] blockchains uses PoS based algorithms for
reaching consensus. Cardano call their algorithm Ouroboros which is the first algorithm
that is based on formal and peer-reviewed academic research [125]. Ethereum is also
planning to switch from PoW to PoS with Ethereum 2.0 [126]. PoS often seems to be
the next step in many blockchain projects because it has many advantages compared to
PoW, but it also has some limitations such as nothing-at-stake.
Delegated proof-of-stake (dPoS) is an advancement of PoS to involve smaller nodes as
well as prevent centralisation. Nodes that are allowed to add new information to the
blockchain, are selected by the amount of crypto currency or scarce token they own and
of votes from other nodes within the network. In certain cases dPoS can also lead to
more centralisation if the voting nodes are malicious. E.g. Eosio [127] blockchain uses
dPoS.
Beside PoW and PoS there are a lot of further concepts and ideas for consensus algorithm.
E.g. there are proof-of-activity [119], proof-of-burn [119], proof-of-capacity [119], proofof-authority [128], proof-of-reputation [129], proof-of-energy [130], proof-of-renewableenergy-production [131], proof-of-elapsed-time [132] and proof-of-play [133].
Beside the proof-of-x consensus algorithms, others operating in a different way exist, like
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cellular consensus and cellular automata [134], fast probabilistic consensus [134, 135],
practical byzantine fault tolerance [136, 137] and LibraBFT [138], which is based on
HotStuff [139].
As the reader can see, a lot of different consensus mechanisms and ideas, each having
advantages as well as drawbacks exist. These lists do not claim to be complete as there
also are other consensus mechanisms and protocols. Some of them are only ideas for
algorithms which have not yet been implemented and tested. Next, we will discuss how
different architectures can scale blockchains to a higher level.

2.4.5

Architecture

An already very complex way for scaling blockchains is to change or adapt the underlying
architecture to a more scalable data structure. As mentioned in section 2.2, a blockchain
can be interpreted as a linked list of data. Data can only be added at one single point,
namely at the end of the list. Beside a linked list, there are also graph based architectures,
called directed acyclic graph (DAG) based ledgers, where data can be added at multiple
points. Data in a DAG based ledger is organized differently than in a blockchain. A
DAG consists of edges and vertices. Edges illustrate the link between transactions
(vertices). DLTs offer some advantages compared to blockchains, but also struggle with
some limitations, as discussed in section 2.2.17, and the trilemma, mentioned in section
2.6. IOTA [140] for example built their DLT on the Tangle [141] that is based on a DAG.
Figure 2.16 shows the conceptional view of the Tangle. IOTA claims to be the payment
solution especially for the Internet of Things, which will request high frequent micro
payments [142]. In the Tangle every transaction is referencing and therefore validating
two other transactions [143]. Each block in figure 2.16 represents a single transaction.
One main characteristic of the Tangle is that the transaction speed increases with the
number of nodes and transactions. IOTA can process about 1,500 tps [144]. This is a
huge improvement compared to the Bitcoin blockchain. Another main improvement is
that transactions are feeless. One major drawback of IOTA is the coordinator which
is currently active due to security reasons and the limited amount of nodes within the
network. The coordinator is a central authority operated by the IOTA Foundation that
validates the state of the network making the Tangle not decentralised at the moment.
Once the network reaches a certain size, IOTA plan to shutdown the coordinator [145].
From that on the Tangle should operate in a distributed and also in a decentralised way.
A second drawback is the security of the Tangle. While in a blockchain, as mentioned in
section 2.2.17, it is in general necessary to control 51%, or even less, of the hash computing
power to act malicious attacking the Tangle only requires 34% of the computing power
[78].
Beside IOTA, some further concepts and projects are built on top of a DAG based
data structure, e.g. Hashgraph by Hedera [146], Nano’s Block Lattice [147] and an
Account-wise-transaction-chain (AWTC) that was introduced by Locus Chain [148], just
to name a few.
Beside DAG based DLTs, there are further data structures used to overcome scaling
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Figure 2.16: In the Tangle, each transaction references and thereby validates two former
transactions. There is more than one end where a new transaction can be attached [141].

limitations. A blockchain can be interpreted as a linked list of data. To reduce the search
effort in a linked list, it can be extended to a skip list. A skip graph is a decentralised
and distributed type of a skip list [149]. LightChain [25] for example is a peer-to-peer
distributed hash table overlay based on a skip graph and it targets a communication and
storage efficient architecture.
Also, we would like to give the reader an idea about the variety of different solutions to
overcome limitations of blockchains. In Holochain [150] for example every node maintains
its ledger and a copy of validation rules of other ledgers from other nodes, instead of one
public distributed and replicated ledger that is accessed and maintained by all nodes
within the network [151, 152]. Polkadot [153] is a project to overcome the limitation
of interoperability between blockchains, as we discussed in sections 2.2.17 and 2.2.7,
consisting of multiple chains and bridges across them [154].
Hyperledger Fabric [155] is a permissioned blockchain. Common blockchains are based on
an order-execute scheme, while Hyperledger Fabric is based on an execute-order-validation
scheme. A node in an order-execute blockchain is first ordering the transactions by the
consensus algorithm and then executing them on its blockchain. Every node executes
all transactions which slows the blockchain down and rises issues with non-deterministic
executions, e.g resulting in forks. An execute-order-validation scheme based blockchain
operates in three steps. First, transactions are executed by several peers producing a proof
of execution. A transaction might not be executed by every peer. Second, transactions,
results and proof of executions are ordered and finally validated. If they are valid, they
are added to the blockchain [156, 157].
In this section, we discussed different architectural approaches to overcome scaling and
other limitations of DLTs. The next section will introduce a promising scaling approach
for blockchains operating on top of the blockchain, called second layer networks.

2.4.6

Second Layer Networks

Another complex way to overcome major limitations of blockchains that we will discuss
in this paper, is by using networks on top of the blockchain. These networks are called
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off-chain networks or second layer networks where the blockchain builds the first layer
respectively the base. Those networks are independent and use existing blockchains for
anchoring data and states. In this section, different types of second layer networks will
be discussed. In chapter 3, we will introduce this type of scaling solution in more detail
as it builds the base for this thesis.
The first second layer network introduced is a payment channel network. Payment channel
networks enable micro payments with low fees and low latency. They use the underlying
blockchain for anchoring. The procedure is as following: Two participants who would
like to do several transactions together, agree on that and set up a payment channel.
This is done by depositing a certain amount of crypto currencies to the corresponding
blockchain. This amount can be interpreted as a credit which can be transferred at
maximum and cannot be exceeded without locking additional funds. So the blockchain
knows the initial conditions. Subsequently, transactions happen within the payment
channel and are not known to the underlying blockchain and therefore not known to the
public. Each participant maintains his or her actual balance on his or her own. When a
party decides to close the channel because both finished exchanging values, it commits
the actual balances to the blockchain. The blockchain validates the state and only the
sum of all the single transactions processed in the channel is stored to the blockchain
and consequently public again. Not involving the blockchain and its mechanism on
every single transaction allows a very high transaction speed at very low fees. One is
talking about a payment channel network because a payment can even be processed via
other channels within the network, if two parties are not connected directly via a special
channel. As the reader can imagine, there is a certain trade-off between scalability and
security, due to the time range of being off-chain. Several mechanisms ensure that the
payment channel network is reliable nevertheless. The Lightning Network is a payment
channel network implementation for Bitcoin which will be discussed in more detail in
chapter 3. Beside an implementation for Bitcoin, there also exists one for Ethereum
called the Raiden Network [158].
Beside the mentioned payment channels, there is also the concept of virtual payment
channels. Virtual payment channels is a technique that avoids involvement of intermediaries for each payment. Two interacting parties get directly (virtually) linked via the
intermediary without involving it in each payment. The intermediary can be seen as
payment hub that locks funds for a defined period for arbitrary channel routing [15] and
not for specific payments. A virtual payment channel reduces latency and costs and
improves privacy. Intermediaries cannot observe the amount of funds that is transferred,
even if it is transferred through them. Perun for example is an off-chain payment channel
network which introduced the concept of virtual payment channels [159].
In payment channel networks, there also exists the concept of payment channel hubs.
Payment channel hubs are central nodes within a payment channel network which acts as
a bridge between nodes. Therefore a node maintains many payment channels with other
nodes to reduce collateral lockup costs and number of intermediates and simplify routing
complexity. A payment channel network with multiple payment channel hubs should
reduce the overall path length and routing fees [15]. On the other hand, centralization is
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also a potential attack vector within the payment channel network using hubs.
Another type of second layer network are state channel networks. State channels generalise
the concepts of payment channels to enable the execution of any state transition, beside
the transition of assets. Therefore payment channels are a special type of state channels,
bounded to the context of payments. State channel networks can be built on top of smart
contract platforms like Ethereum because typically they involve two smart contracts on
state transitions. One smart contract maintains the state channel itself and the second
smart contract executes the respective application [15]. For instance playing a game
can be implemented with state channels with every move being a state on which both
participants have to agree. At the end,there is one final state that discloses the winner of
the game.
A third type of second layer networks are commit-chains. Commit-chains bring permissionless blockchains and centralised but untrusted operators together. Commit-chains
are maintained by one node which acts as an intermediate for transactions. The operator
of the commit-chain maintains the communication between interacting parties and is
responsible for collecting commit-chain transactions from the users and periodically
anchoring a commitment of all transactions to the parent blockchain [15, 160]. Plasma
e.g. is a specification and framework for a commit-chain based on Ethereum which is
constructed on the UTXO model. Plasma Cash is an improved version of Plasma, which
enables also non-fungible tokens by making funds independet and unique [161, 160].
The last type of second layer networks we will mention in this paper, are side-chains.
Side-chains are separated systems with own consensus algorithms [15] which are operating
beside the corresponding blockchain and not on top of it. Beside scaling capabilities,
side-chains are also intended to improve interoperability. Side-chains are two-way pegged
which enables assets to be transferred between different blockchains [162]. Assets that
should be transferred are therefore locked in an output address. Once they are locked
and this state is confirmed with a certain probability on the blockchain, the side-chain
gets notified and the corresponding amount of assets are released on the side-chain for
further transfers. Moving assets from the side-chain back to the blockchain works in the
same way [163].
Rootstock [164] e.g. is a side-chain project which enables smart contracts to Bitcoin.
Therefore Rootstock forked the EVM and modified it. The Rootstock Virtual Machine
is compatible with Ethereum smart contracts and other development and testing tools
for Ethereum and Solidity, which makes it powerful in general. Smart Bitcoin is the
native token within Rootstock. Rootstock scales up to about 100 tps while still being
decentralised through to merged-mining. Merged-mining enables miners to mine both,
Bitcoin and Smart Bitcoin at the same time with the same hardware. Rootstock is
therefore PoW based and makes use of fraud proofs, probabilistic verification and sharding
[165, 163].
Another example is the Liquid Network [166], another side-chain project for the Bitcoin
blockchain. The Liquid Network offers faster exchange of assets, higher efficiency and
a better privacy [167]. The Liquid Network makes use of the L-BTC which is the
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complement to BTC. There are two roles within the Liquid Network: block signers and
watchmen. A block is created every minute by block signers in a round-robin fashion and
has to be signed by at least two-thirds of all block signers to be valid. Block signers do
not sign blocks that would cause a reorganization of more than one block. That is why
transactions can be considered as final once they received two confirmations. Watchmen
are responsible for pegging funds in, meaning moving BTC to the Liquid Network, or for
pegging out, meaning moving L-BTC to the Bitcoin network [168].
In this section, we have discussed different scaling approaches based on second layer
networks. A second layer network, especially a payment channel network, is building the
base for this paper. The next section, will give some ideas about threats and critical
perspectives on blockchains and DLTs in general.

2.5

Threats & Critical Perspectives

DLTs offer big advantages, but on the other hand, they also struggle with major technical
limitations. In this section, some major threats for DLT based projects and crypto
currencies concerning economy and technology will be discussed and critical perspectives
on this technology will be mentioned.
The first threat for Bitcoin and co. we would like to mention is regulation concerning
their mass adoption. Some countries prohibited the use and mining of Bitcoin in history
and even nowadays. China for instance banned Bitcoin transactions in 2013 and both
exchanges and initial coin offering (ICO)s in 2017. In 2019 China opened its perspective
on Bitcoin and other DLT based projects to be more attractive for innovation [169]. It will
be interesting to see how states are reacting on the undermining of their power concerning
governmental currencies. On the other hand, regulation can also be beneficial for the
mass adoption of these technologies if the legal framework is constructed positively. Not
exactly knowing what is allowed and what is prohibited, can harm innovation in this field
in the same way as negative constructed regulation. Liechtenstein e.g. is very innovative
and open-minded concerning this technology and its possibilities, as we discussed in
section 2.2.6.
The second threat we would like to mention is quantum computing. Quantum computing
seems to be the next evolutionary step in computing and it is, in some parts, a threat
for DLTs. But not only for blockchain and DAG based projects and applications, it
is a threat for some mechanisms in cryptography itself. Quantum computing will not
break every cryptographic mechanism. Hash functions for example are considered as
more quantum resistant than ECDSA. That means, a quantum computer will be able
to compute the private key based on its corresponding public key. Shor’s algorithm
can be modified to solve the discrete logarithm problem on elliptic curves. Quantum
computers will not be able to compute a nonce based on a certain hash in economic
feasible time if the output space is large enough. E.g. SHA-256 requires 2256 steps on a
classical computer, but ’only’ 2128 steps on a quantum computer, which is still a very
large amount of steps. Recently, Google has announced that they successfully launched
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a quantum computer with 53 qubits in a laboratory environment. Optimistic science
estimates that about 1,000 qubits are necessary to break 160-bit ECDSA. This seems
to be a huge gap, but history showed that computational power has increased almost
exponentially within the last couple of decades. So, building a quantum computer with
1,000 qubits and beyond will most probably not take many decades from now and one has
to consider post-quantum cryptography when designing and implementing DLT based
systems today [170, 171].
After having discussed two threats on DLTs, we would also like to mention critical
perspectives on this technology. Edmund-Philipp Schuster describes and argues a sceptical
point of view compared to most of the other commonly positive, views concerning the
adoption and impact of blockchain based applications and processes within the next years
in his paper [172]. The author claims that the enthusiasm for and the understanding
of the technology are, at best, orthogonal features. From a legal point of view, it is
unlikely that smart contracts will remove e.g. lawyers and courts, because there are so
many different scenarios which cannot be handled by smart contracts only in a reliable
way. Next, the legal framework of nations has to be fundamentally changed to support
blockchain technology e.g. concerning assets, wherein good operating states are not
interested in per default. The author argues that the interaction between the blockchain
assets and the real world is non-trivial and if it is supported efficiently and reliably, all
the benefits from a blockchain will be gone. E. Schuster concludes his argumentation
that there is no trust problem into well-known, existing and widely used technologies
and frameworks and that cost-benefits-analysis is often based on flawed reasoning.
Besides, Nouriel Roubini, a well-known professor of economics, and Warren Buffett, a
well-known investor, have also a critical view on Bitcoin and co. Nouriel Roubini said,
’Bitcoin is the mother of all scams’ and ’blockchain is most over-hyped and least useful
technology in human history’ [173]. Warren Buffett called Bitcoin a ’gambling device
with a lot frauds connected to it’ and ’rat poison squared’. ’It doesn’t do anything, it
just sits there’, he stated [174].
As the reader can see, not everybody has a positive attitude towards Bitcoin and co. and
there are threats concerning the mass adoption of DLT based projects. Before going on
to the next chapter, the ideas and concepts discussed in chapter 1 will be summarised.

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, the reader has been introduced into the most relevant aspects of DLTs
concerning our work. We started with cryptographic primitives, passed on to blockchain
fundamentals, described privacy and security aspects, introduced different scaling approaches and also mentioned threats and critical perspectives on DLT. As discussed at
the beginning of this paper, Bitcoin and other blockchains have big advantages, as well as
some major drawbacks slowing down mass adoption. To overcome the scaling and privacy
limitation, second layer networks arose among other solutions. In the next chapter, we
will introduce payments and channels and the Lightning Network in detail, before we
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introducing in chapter 4 how data across different layers can be linked and enriched by
information from a cryptoasset analytics tool.
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CHAPTER

Lightning Network
The Lightning Network is a second layer network, especially a payment channel network,
on top of Bitcoin. It is intended to overcome some of the major limitations of the Bitcoin
blockchain such as low transaction throughput, high latency and high fees. The idea of
the Lightning Network is to reduce the amount of transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain.
This means, important transactions are stored on the blockchain and other transactions
are handled and propagated off-chain. By not involving the blockchain and its consensus
algorithm on every single interaction, one can reach higher throughputs at lower fees.
Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual relation between the Lightning Network and the Bitcoin
blockchain.

Figure 3.1: In the Lightning Network, two interacting participants are processing transactions off-chain, meaning not involving the blockchain. They only involve the blockchain
at the beginning and at the end of processing transactions together.
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The Lightning Network consits of nodes, each representing a participant of the network.
If two parties, e.g. Alice and Bob, want to exchange Bitcoins via the Lightning Network,
they create a payment channel by locking certain amounts of Bitcoins on the blockchain
which can be transferred to the counterparty at maximum. This is achieved by sending a
double-signed funding transaction to the blockchain. After the funding transaction is
confirmed, both can exchange Bitcoins through the created channel. After transactions are
done, Alice or Bob can close the payment channel by sending the settlement transaction
to the network. Once the channel is closed, the sum of all the off-chain transactions is
built and stored to the blockchain. This reduces the amount of blockchain transactions
drastically if many transactions happen between both interacting parties.
To illustrate the example in more detail, we will use the following example. Alice opens a
payment channel with Bob by locking 10 BTC. Bob locks 0 BTC. Alice sends 5 BTC to
Bob and Bob sends 3 BTC back to Alice. Alice again sends 5 BTC to Bob. If one party
now closes the payment channel, the result of these three transactions is stored to the
Blockchain. Alice owns 3 BTC and Bob controls 7 BTC after these three transactions.
On the blockchain only two, not three transactions happened. We will discuss later on
why not only one transaction happened on the blockchain. This consumes fewer resources
and involves the consensus algorithm less often. Therefore off-chain transactions are
cheaper concerning transaction fees and they happen instantly. As the reader can see,
the more transactions happen, the fewer proportional resources from the blockchain are
consumed.
In this chapter, the focus will be on a detailed overview of channels and payments and the
Lightning Network. Limitations and challenges, as well as security and privacy aspects
will be discussed and enhancement approaches and analysis done within this field will
be introduced. The chapter will be completed by critical perspectives and a precise
summary.

3.1

Channels & Payments

Before explaining the details of the Lightning Network, the focus will be put on building
blocks of channels and payments in this section. Channel types, HTLCs, single-hop and
multi-hop payments as well as routing types of multi-hop payments will be looked at.

3.1.1

Public & Private Channels

In general, a payment channel can either be public or private. In Lightning Network,
public channels are known to every node within the network and private channels are
only known to the node itself and the neighboring nodes. Public channels are also used
to route payments across the network, i.e. multi-hop payments, while private channels
cannot be used for payment routing in source routing based networks but to protect the
privacy between two participants [175]. We will discuss multi-hop payments and different
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routing types later in this section. Next, we will introduce HTLCs, a very important
concept in payment channel networks.

3.1.2

Hash Time Locked Contracts

HTLCs are a fundamental building block in payment channel networks such as the
Lightning Network. A hash time locked contract (HTLC) is used when a payment is
routed through more than one channel. Alice and Carol e.g. want to exchange values
within a payment channel. They do not have a direct channel, but Bob has a channel
with both Alice and Carol. So Alice can use Bob to send a payment to Carol. To do
so, she and also Bob make use of an HTLC. We will take a closer look on multi-hop
payments later in this section. An HTLC guarantees that locked values are released
either by presenting a secret that produces a certain hash or by waiting until the specified
amount of time has passed. Time within the Bitcoin blockchain is measured by using
block heights, e.g. 1,000 blocks in Bitcoin is a time range of about 1 week (1,000 blocks *
10 minutes per block = 10,000 minutes = 7 days).
The workflow is as following: Carol creates a random secret and produces its SHA-256
hash. She passes the hash on to Alice who locks the amount to send and also some fees
for Bob in an HTLC. The HTLC transfers the amount back to her after 1,000 blocks
are created or transfers the amount to Bob if he can provide a secret that produces the
stored hash. Bob does the same with Carol, but instead he only locks the amount to
send and does not add any fees for Carol. Second, he chooses a block height lower than
the one in the HTLC with Alice. If Carol now presents the secret to the HTLC with Bob,
the produced hash matches the stored hash and the HTLC with Bob releases the amount
to Carol. Next, Bob presents the same secret to the HTLC with Alice and also this
HTLC releases the amount to Bob. Bob earned a small fee as an incentive for enabling
the payment through his channel [176].
We discussed channel types and HTLCs in the sections above and will explain single-hop
and multi-hop payments in detail next.

3.1.3

Single-hop Payment Channel

A payment channel between two participants is created by a funding and closed by a closing
transaction. Updates of the payment channel are achieved by off-chain commitment
transactions. The conceptual lifecycle of a single-hop payment channel based on an
example, introduced in [177] will be explained next.
Alice creates a payment channel with Bob. While doing so, Alice locks 10 mBTC to
the channel. At the moment, payment channels are single funded in LND [178], an
implementation of the Lightning Network which we will discuss in section 3.2. In future
versions of LND, payment channels are intended to be dual-funded [179]. The creation
of the payment channel causes three transactions: A funding transaction, which is sent
to the Bitcoin blockchain, and two commitment transactions, one for Alice and one for
Bob. Each commitment transaction holds the amount of Bitcoins one owns, a randomly
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generated secret, its hash and the hash of the secret of the channel counterparty. The
commitment transaction can be interpreted as the current balance sheet. Figure 3.2 is
visualizing the funding transaction. After a few confirmations of the funding transaction
on the blockchain, the payment channel can be considered as opened.

Figure 3.2: A funding transaction of the payment channel between Alice and Bob. The
payment channel is funded with 10 mBTC by Alice [177].
Next, Bob sends Alice an invoice about 4 mBTC. She pays the invoice and two new
commitment transactions are created. Each payment channel participant creates a new
secret and its hash. Each participant sends the created hash and the secret of the past
commitment transaction to the counterparty. We will go further in details about the
secret and the its exchanged hash later when closing the payment channel. Both new
commitment transactions are also holding the new balances of Alice and Bob. Figure
3.3 shows the new commitment transactions. Alice’s new state is: 4 mBTC for Bob
and either 6 mBTC for Alice after 1,000 blocks or 6 mBTC for Bob, provided he knows
Alice’s secret. Bob’s new state is: 6 mBTC for Alice and either 4 mBTC for Bob after
1,000 blocks or 4 mBTC for Alice if she knows Bob’s secret. The reason why there is a
block amount limitation in some cases will be pointed out later in this section.
Let us consider the same payment again. Bob sends Alice another invoice for 4 mBTC
that she pays. Figure 3.4 shows the new commitment transaction. Alice’s new state is: 8
mBTC for Bob and either 2 mBTC for Alice after 1,000 blocks or 2 mBTC for Bob, on
condition he knows Alice’s secret. Bob’s new state is: 2 mBTC for Alice and either 8
mBTC for Bob after 1,000 blocks or 8 mBTC for Alice if she knows Bob’s secret.
Let us now say Alice and Bob are done with exchanging Bitcoins and want to close
the channel. There are three ways of closing a channel: mutual (cooperative), forced
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Figure 3.3: A commitment transaction after Alice sent 4 mBTC to Bob. Alice owns 6
mBTC and Bob owns 4 mBTC [177].

Figure 3.4: A commitment transaction after Alice sent another 4 mBTC to Bob. Alice
owns 2 mBTC and Bob owns 8 mBTC [177].

(uncooperative) and false (uncooperative) close.
In a mutual close, both parties send their latest commitment transaction to the network.
In that case Alice receives 2 mBTC and Bob 8 mBTC. After some confirmations of the
respective transaction on the blockchain, this can be interpreted as final which is the
intended scenario in payment channels. Figure 3.5 shows a mutual close of the payment
channel between Alice and Bob.
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Figure 3.5: A mutual closing transaction of a payment channel between Alice and Bob.
Alice owns 2 mBTC and Bob owns 8 mBTC [177].

In a forced close, only one party sends his or her latest commitment transaction to the
network. If Alice e.g. disappeared and Bob sends his latest commitment transaction,
Alice receives 2 mBTC immediately and Bob has to wait for 1,000 block, to receive 8
mBTC. This is necessary for Alice to come back and revoke this commitment transaction,
if Bob acted maliciously and did not send the latest commitment transaction. Figure 3.6
shows the forced closing transaction.
In a false close, one party sends not the latest but an earlier commitment transaction
where the closing party had a higher balance than in the latest commitment transaction.
If Alice sends an earlier commitment transaction, Bob immediately receives 8 mBTC. As
Bob knows Alice’s secrets from the previous commitment transactions, he can claim the
remaining 2 mBTC from Alice by presenting the secret to the sent commitment transaction.
In that case Alice gets punished for malicious behaviour. This mechanism ensures that
if a counterparty of a payment channel acts maliciously, the honest counterparty gets
all the funds from the payment channel. Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show Alice’s false closing
transaction and Bob’s breach remedy transaction.
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Figure 3.6: A forced closing transaction of a payment channel between Alice and Bob by
Bob. Alice receives 2 mBTC immediately and Bob has to wait for 1,000 block to receive
8 mBTC [177].

Figure 3.7: A false closing transaction of a payment channel between Alice and Bob
by Alice. Bob receives 4 mBTC immediately and Alice has to wait for 1,000 blocks to
receive 6 mBTC [177].
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Figure 3.8: A breach remedy transaction from Bob within the 1,000 blocks that reveals
the false closing transaction by Alice. Bob now receives all the remaining funds from the
channel, resulting in Bob owning 10 mBTC and Alice owning 0 mBTC [177].
Commitment transactions are more complex than illustrated in this example. We will
explain the workflow and the building blocks of commitment transactions in more detail
in section 3.2.3. A payment can also be routed via others within the network if no direct
channel between to participants exists, who want to interact. This type of payment
channel will be demonstrated in the next section.

3.1.4

Multi-hop Payment Channel

Payments between two participants can even be achieved if those two parties do not
have a direct payment channel, but a route through the payment channel network can
be found from one participant to another. The lifecycle of a multi-hop payment channel
based on an example, introduced in [180] and slightly modified to explain the workflow
more accurately will no be explained.
Let us consider the following example: Alice wants to transfer Bitcoins to Carol. Figure
3.9 shows the initial state of the payment channel network. Alice wants to transfer 4
mBTC to Carol, but Alice only owns 2 mBTC in the channel between Carol and herself.
The payment can be routed through the channel with Bob who also has a channel with
Alice. Both channels have to have sufficient funds to route a payment because funds
cannot simply be transferred from one channel to another. Also the payment flow is in
reverse order, which we will explain later. In this example, both channels are sufficiently
funded to proceed the intended payment of 4 mBTC from Alice to Carol via Bob.
Carol creates a secret and sends its SHA-256 hash to Alice who locks 4 mBTC together
with the hash of the secret in an HTLC to Bob. As mentioned in section 3.2, the HTLC
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Figure 3.9: The initial state of the payment channel network, slightly adapted from [180].
E.g. A has a channel with B. A can send 6 mBTC at the maximum to B and B at the
maximum 4 mBTC to A.

transfers 4 mBTC to him, if he knows a certain secret that produces the locked hash.
Bob does the same with Carol. Once all the HTLC along the payment route are set up,
the payment flow can begin. Carol is presenting the secret to the HTLC with Bob who
releases the locked 4 mBTC to her. Figure 3.10 shows the state of the payment channel
network after Carol claimed 4 mBTC from Bob.

Figure 3.10: The new state of the payment channel network after Carol claimed 4 mBTC
from Bob, slightly adapted from [180].

As Bob also knows the secret now, he can provide it to the HTLC with Alice that
releases 5 mBTC to Bob. The payment is done. Figure 3.11 shows the final state of
the payment channel network. As can be seen, Bob now has 10mBTC in total whereas
previously he had 9 mBTC in total. He earned 1 mBTC as a fee for providing a routed
payment through him as an incentive for doing so. Since funds cannot be transferred
from one to another channel in real, Bob now has different channel balances with his two
counterparties than before the payment routed through him.
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Figure 3.11: The new state of the payment channel network after Bob claimed 5 mBTC
from Alice, slightly adapted from [180].

However, in this example the payment could also be split into two payments: 2 mBTC
from Alice directly to Carol and 2 mBTC from Alice to Carol via Bob. This could
reduce the fees for Alice if they were calculated based on the transferred amount which
is currently not the case in LND. This approach is called atomic multi-path payments
and is discussed together with further optimizations and improvements in section 3.5.
As the reader can imagine, in very large payment networks it is not easy to calculate the
most efficient route from a source of a payment to its destination. Therefore different
routing algorithms exist which will be discussed next.

3.1.5

Payment Routing

As mentioned in the last section, efficient and reliable payment routing is a major
building block in payment channel networks to offer multi-hop payments. Gudgeon et al.
summarise in [15] key aspects of routing in payment channels, as well as investigating
and comparing different routing algorithms and mechanisms. A routing algorithm should
provide the following properties:
• Effectiveness - The algorithm should find a path that maximizes the probability
of success of a payment even if the balances of the channels are changing.
• Efficiency - Overhead of path finding should be low and topology changes should
entail low update overhead costs.
• Scalability - A routing algorithm should be effective and efficient, even in very
large payment channel networks.
• Cost-Effectiveness - Paths with low transaction fees should be found by the
routing algorithm.
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• Privacy - Path finding should be successful, even without disclosing involved
parties, transactions values and further private data.
Depending on the knowledge of every node about the topology of the network, there
are different routing approaches. One can distinguish between global and local routing.
With global routing, every node maintains a state of the complete network containing
all nodes and at least all public channels. With local routing a node is only aware of
neighboring nodes and channels. A more detailed look at both types is following.
Global routing allows a node to calculate all possible routes from a source to a destination
of a payment. Lightning Network and Raiden Network use source routing in which the
source of a payment is calculating and selecting the payment route to the destination.
Source routing takes no channel balances along the path into consideration. Due to this
fact, it could happen that a payment turns bidirectional payment channels implicitly into
unidirectional channels by selecting channels with low balances along the payment route,
or prevent other payments to be routed through specific channels. Besides, in global
routing there is more effort to update all nodes within the network about new nodes and
channels. Updating the network with this information also reduces the privacy of the
nodes and channels discussed in chapter 4. SpiderNetwork [181] e.g. is an improvement
of local routing, which introduces three major modifications: routes are getting biased
concerning their optimization of channel balances along the route, routes are including
active channel rebalancing and routing is relying on packet switched networks to split
payments into several parts and route each of them individually [15].
In local routing a source of a payment cannot calculate the complete payment path to
its destination because the knowledge of the network for each node is restricted to the
neighboring nodes and channels. Local routing algorithms use well known concepts, like
network embeddings, landmark routing, flow algorithms and distributed hash tables to
successfully route a payment from a source to the destination by only being aware of the
local environment [15]. There are several routing algorithms which make use of these
concepts, as summarised in [15].
In the above sections, building blocks and concepts of payment channels have been
explained and now the focus will be put on details concerning the Lightning Network.

3.2

Lightning Network Fundamentals

In this section, we will introduce some details on the Lightning Network, concentrating
on the description of different implementations of the Lightning Network, giving some
key numbers on the network and explaining commitment transactions in more detail.

3.2.1

Implementations

Based on different programming languages, different implementations of the Lightning
Network exist. Here is a short overview of the most important ones, listed in [182]:
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• LND - Lightning Network Daemon implemented in Go [178]
• eclair - Scala based implementation of the Lightning Network [183]
• lit - Lightning Network node in Go [184]
• c-lightning - Lightning Network implementation in C [185]
• rust-lightning - Lightning Network implementation in Rust [186]
• lightning-onion - Onion routed micropayments for the Lightning Network implemented in Go [187]
• ptarmigan - C++ BOLT-Compliant Lightning Network implementation [188]

We used LND to explore and analyse the Lightning Network as described in chapter
4 because it is a well-documented, used and tested implementation of the Lightning
Network.

3.2.2

Network Statistics

To give the reader an idea about the network, we will present some statistics first. As of
10th November 2019, 4,821 active nodes were spanning 30,920 open channels across the
Lightning Network. All channels together were funded with 811.169 BTC resulting in an
average node capacity of 0.343 BTC and an average channel capacity of 0.0263 BTC.
As of 5th November 2018, 1,751 active nodes were spanning 9,188 open channels across
the network. All channels were funded with 107.943 BTC resulting in 0.0118 BTC per
channel and 0.127 BTC per node [189].
Within this year, this is a node increase of about 175% and a channel increase of 237%.
Total funds of all channels increased by 651%. Funds per channel increased by 123% and
funds per node increased by 170%. Table 3.1 shows the comparison of these figures in
2018 and 2019.
Date

Nodes

Channels

Total Capacity

Node Capacity

Channel Capacity

2019-11-10

4,821

30,920

811,169 BTC

0.343 BTC

0.0263 BTC

2018-11-05

1,751

9,188

107.943 BTC

0.127 BTC

0.0118 BTC

Change

+175%

+237%

+651%

+170%

+123%

Table 3.1: Lightning Network statistics 2019 vs. 2018.
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3.2.3

Commitment Transactions

As mentioned in section 3.1.3, commitment transactions are a fundamental building
block in the concept of payment channels in the Lightning Network [11]. Commitment
transactions guarantee that two interacting parties that do not trust each other per
default, are acting honestly anyway. A commitment transaction can be seen as the balance
sheet of the channel. Once a channel is opened, three transactions are created. The
funding transaction which is send to the Bitcoin network right after all three transactions
are created and signed, and two commitment transactions about the current balance of
the channel which are not send to the network. Figure 3.12 shows the funding transaction
(F) and two commitment transactions (C1a & C1b) as an example where Alice and Bob
are creating a payment channel and funding it with 0.5 BTC each at the beginning.
Transactions in purple can only be send by Alice whereas blue transactions only by
Bob. Summarised, Bob can claim 0.5 BTC immediately and Alice can claim 0.5 BTC
after 1,000 blocks if she sends C1a. Yet: If Bob sends C1b, Alice can claim 0.5 BTC
immediately and Bob can claim 0.5 BTC after 1,000 blocks.

Figure 3.12: The fist commitment transaction pair after a channel opening between two
participants [11].
If Alice intends to transfer 0.1 BTC to Bob, a new pair of commitment transactions (C2a
& C2b) is created, signed and exchanged. Both revocable delivery transactions (RD1a &
RD1b), belonging to the prior commitment transactions (C1a & C1b), are invalidated.
Also, Alice and Bob both creates a breach remedy transaction (BR1a & BR1b), spending
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from the prior commitment transactions (C1a & C1b). They also exchange the private
keys for this transaction to enable the counterparty to spend from this transaction. This
procedure contains the commitment aspect that no party send an outdated commitment
transaction. If a party nevertheless sends an outdated commitment transaction, the other
party can claim its assigned funds and also all the remaining funds from the payment
channel by spending from the respective breach remedy transaction as a penalty for the
malicious behavior. E.g. Alice sends C1a to the network, Bob receives 0.5 BTC from
output 1 (D1a) and also 0.5 BTC from output 0 (BR1a). Note that Bob has not received
0.1 BTC yet because only one transaction can spend from the funding transaction. In
that example, C1a spends from F, in which Bob owns 0.5 BTC, and not C2a or C2b. Alice
got penalized for bad acting. From that time on, both interacting parties are incentivised
to act honestly. Figure 3.13 shows the discussed state of the different transactions.

Figure 3.13: The second commitment transaction pair after a channel update between
two participants [11].
If Alice validly closes the payment channel, Bob receives 0.6 BTC immediately and Alice
has to wait for 1,000 blocks to receive 0.4 BTC. If Alice and Bob agree on the closing of
the channel, Alice can claim 0.4 BTC and Bob 0.6 BTC immediately. They agree on a
settlement transaction which has no time locking output and so none of the two parties
have to wait for 1,000 blocks, regardless of who intended to close the channel. Figure
3.14 shows the settlement transaction on cooperative channel closing.
In this section, some details on the Lightning Network, i.e. implementations, statistics
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Figure 3.14: A settlement transaction after a channel update on a cooperative closing
between two participants [11].

and the workflow of commitment transactions have been discussed. The next section
will explain limitations and challenges of the Lightning Network and payment channel
networks in general.

3.3

Limitations & Challenges

There are several limitations and challenges within the Lightning Network and the field
of payment channel networks in general. In this section, we will discuss some of the
major limitations and challenges, i.e. liquidity, routing, uptime, node centrality, data
loss, privacy-utility trade-offs and deadlocks.
Liquidity A very important property of payment channel networks is liquidity. The
more liquidity a payment channel network provides, the more efficient and the faster
payments can be processed within the network. There are two types of liquidity: inbound
and outbound liquidity [180]. Inbound liquidity refers to the amount of funds a node
can receive from the counterpart node. On the other hand, outbound liquidity refers to
the amount of funds a node can send to an counterpart node. Rebalancing discussed in
section 3.5.4 and splicing discussed in section 3.5.5, are some mechanisms to provide and
manage liquidity within the network.
Routing As in every network, efficient routing is a challenge also in payment channel
networks. It is not easy to find the best and most efficient route for a payment in a
system which changes over time. The amount of hops, fees along the path, channel
balances along the path, etc. has to be taken into consideration when calculating a route
from a source to a destination of a payment.
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Uptime Another important challenge in payment channel networks is the fact that
nodes have to be online to send, receive or route transactions. There are mechanisms to
overcome some of the limitations like time locks or watching services discussed in section
3.5.6. Asynchronous payments, as discussed in section 3.5.8, reduce this limitation.
Centrality Beside these, also the centrality of the network is an important challenge.
Node centrality is double-edged. On the one hand it can provide fast and efficient
payments within a payment network, as discussed in section 2.4.6, but on the other hand
it is a security and privacy vulnerability.
Data Loss Another challenge in payment channel networks is the durability of data,
respectively the risk of data loss. Channels are stateful, therefore every participant has
to know and maintain the latest state of a channel and all its data. If a participant
loses all the data of a payment channel, the counterparty can close the channel with an
invalid commitment transaction and the party who lost the data cannot revoke the invalid
commitment transaction and receive all the remaining funds because he or she does not
know the details of the invalidated commitment transaction anymore. Besides, if a node
with partially data loss sends a wrongly believed latest commitment transaction, the
counterparty can claim all the remaining funds from the payment channel. In October
2019 there was a case, where a Lightning Network user lost approximately 4 BTC because
he mistakenly published an outdated commitment transaction [190]. His node was not
in sync at the time he closed the channel. Therefore secure storage of payment channel
data is essential [11].
Privacy-Utility Trade-off The next challenge we would like to mention is the privacyutility trade-off. Tang et al. discuss in [191] the trade-off between privacy and utility
at routing in payment channel networks. The more information of the network and its
participants is publicly available, the more efficiently and effectively a payment routing
can be calculated and selected, but the weaker is the privacy of the participating nodes.
On the other hand, the less information of a network and its participants is publicly
available, the stronger is the privacy of all participants of the network, but the more
difficult and the more error-prone a calculation and selection of a payment routing is.
The authors conclude that there is no perfect trade-off between these two properties. A
payment channel network should either provide full privacy with all its drawbacks or full
utility by sacrificing the privacy of the participants.
Deadlocks The last challenge discussed in this context are deadlocks in payment routes
[192] within a payment channel network. A deadlock can occur if two concurrent multihop payments are processed and if they use the same nodes or partially the same nodes
for routing the payment. Figure 3.15 is illustrating a deadlock caused by two concurrent
multi-hop payments, routed partially through the same nodes. In this example, Alice
wants to transfer Bitcoins to Gabriel and Bob wants to transfer Bitcoins to Edward at
the same time. Alice’s payment, i.e. the red payment route, is routed through Carol,
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Edward and Fabi to Gabriel. Bob’s payment, i.e. the blue payment route, is routed
through Fabi, Gabriel and Carol to Edward. In the first step, Alice & Carol and Bob &
Fabi set up an HTLC between each other. Next, Carol & Edward and Fabi & Gabriel
set up one between them. Third, Edward & Fabi and Gabriel & Carol set up an HTLC.
Then the deadlock occurs because next Fabi & Gabriel and Carol & Edward want to set
up an HTLC between them, but both do not have enough funds left in their channels for
doing so. Both payments got stuck within the payment channel network. In [192] two
solutions for avoiding deadlocks within a payment channel network were introduced: a
payment-blocking and a payment-non-blocking solution. The payment blocking approach
simply aborts both payments if a deadlock occurs and therefore no state is changed. The
payment-non-blocking approach prioritizes a payment based on a global order and, in
case of a deadlock, proceeds with the payment which has the higher priority and aborts
the other one.

Figure 3.15: A deadlock in a payment channel network caused by two concurrent multihop payments. The red payment route got stuck at Fabi and the blue payment route got
stuck at Carol because they have too few funds for routing another payment [192].

In this section, the focus has been on some of the major limitations and challenges in
payment channel networks like the Lightning Network. Next, privacy and security attacks
will be treated.

3.4

Privacy & Security

In this section, we will discuss some of the most important attacks concerning security
and privacy within payment channel networks and the Lightning Network. Furthermore,
wormhole attacks, mechanisms to break the relationship anonymity and observe channel
balances, as well as balance availability and denial-of-service attacks will be explained.
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3.4.1

Wormhole Attack

A wormhole attack can be executed in a multi-hop payment channel with more than
three hops between the origin and the destination of a payment [193]. By performing
this attack, honest intermediates within a payment flow are cut off the routing process by
malicioius nodes. This is why the wormhole attack targets the fees of the intermediates.
Figure 3.16 shows the concept of the wormhole attack. In this example presented in [193],
Alice wants to send a multi-hop payment to Edward. She wants to transfer 10 BTC, but
she adds 1 BTC for each intermediate: Bob, Carol and Dave. The workflow illustrated in
green is the honest one, whereas the red one is the malicious one. The black workflow is
the same for both workflows. First, Edward creates a secret and its SHA-256 hash, which
he provides to Alice. Alice locks 13 BTC, the hash of the secret and a block height, until
the secret has to be provided to release the locked amount in an HTLC to Bob. Bob does
the same to Carol, but he only locks 12 BTC and a block height lower than the locked
block height in the HTLC between Alice and him. Carol in return does the same with
Dave, but again with a reduced amount and block height. Next, Dave does the same
with Edward, also with a reduced amount of 10 BTC and a reduced block height, until
the HTLC releases the locked funds under the condition that no secret is provided which
matches the stored hash. These steps are equal in both, honest and malicious behavior.
In the honest behavior Edward provides the secret to the HTLC with Dave and receives
10 BTC. Dave does the same with the HTLC with Carol and receives 11 BTC. Carol
does the same with the HTLC with Bob and receives 12 BTC. Bob does the same with
the HTLC with Alice and receives 13 BTC. In this case Edward received 10 BTC and
each intermediate received 1 BTC for routing the payment through their nodes.
In the malicious behavior, Dave and Bob are either the same node or are collaborating
to steal the fees designated for Carol. When Edward provides the secret to the HTLC
with Dave and claims 10 BTC from it, Dave forwards a ’payment failed’ notification
to Carol, but passes the secret to Bob, who can claim 13 BTC from the HTLC with
Alice for providing the secret. Carol receives 11 BTC back from the HTLC with Dave
after 1,000 blocks. Bob also gets 12 BTC back from the HTLC with Carol after 1,000
blocks, because she didn’t provide the secret. In that case, Bob and Edward got the
fees intended for Carol. The more intermediates are involved in a payment flow and the
closer the two malicious acting nodes are located to the origin and the destination of a
payment, the higher the fees they can steal.

3.4.2

Breaking Relationship Anonymity

Interacting participants in a payment channel network cannot be identified by intermediates per default. In a special scenario, like a wormhole attack, cooperative intermediates
which are located right next to the sender and right before the destination of a payment,
can identify interacting participants based on the hash of the secret which is locked in
the HTLCs along the payment route [194]. Figure 3.17 shows the concept on how to
break the relationship anonymity. If E1 and E2 are cooperating, they can identify that
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Figure 3.16: The setup for performing a wormhole attack in a multi-hop payment between
Alice and Edward. Bob and Dave cooperate and in this way steal funds intended for
Carol [193].

A sent a payment to C and that A’ sent a payment to C’. Other intermediates, i.e. B,
cannot observe that. For other intermediates it looks the same like A sent a payment to
C’ and A’ sent a payment to C.

Figure 3.17: The setup for breaking relationship anonymity by cooperative intermediates.
E1 and E2 are next and before the sender and receiver and so they can reveal which
party sends how much tho whom by looking at the respective secrets of the HTLCs [194].

3.4.3

Channel Balance Discovery

Herrera-Joancomartí et al. discuss in [195] a way to discover balances of payment channels.
Figure 3.18 shows the network setup for the attack. E.g. Alice, i.e. A, and Bob, i.e.
B, have a payment channel, i.e. AB, with a capacity CAB . Mallory, i.e. M, creates a
payment channel with Alice, i.e. MA, and a capacity CMA . Mallory is now sending
payments to Bob. By gradually increasing the amount, at some point the payment will
fail because CAB is too less. From then on, Mallory knows the balance of channel AB.
The attack requires CMA to be higher than CAB . In order not to send payments to Bob
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each time, Mallory creates fake payments which fails in transition from Alice to Bob, but
not from Mallory to Alice. Depending on the balance height where the failure occurs,
Mallory can identify the balance in CAB .

Figure 3.18: The node setup for performing a balance discovery attack. M has a channel
with A, funded with balance MA and A has a channel with B, funded with balance AB
[195].

3.4.4

Balance Availability Attack

Pérez-Solà et al. introduce LockDown in [196], an attack against balance availability
of payment channels. The attack can be used in multi-hop payments because during
the payment path setup, every node locks the required amount of funds into an HTLC
with the subsequent node until the path reaches the target of the payment. In honest
behaviour, the target will release the secret immediately to the HTLC with the node
before in a payment path to receive the funds once the path is set up. This node unlocks
the HTLC with the node before to receive the funds from its predecessor. This process is
continuing until it reaches the source node of a payment. If a malicious target node does
not reveal the secret to the HTLC with the node before in the payment path, all funds
are locked until a timeout expires. During this time, locked funds cannot be used for
routing other payments through the respective nodes and channels within the network
until all of the HTLCs expire or the secret is revealed and funds are released.

3.4.5

Denial-of-service Attack

Like other networks, the Lightning Network is also vulnerable to denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks. An attack in March 2018 where 20% of all nodes were down due to a distributed
denial-of-service (dDoS) attack showed this [197]. As discussed by Seres et al. in [198], a
DoS attack can be very harmful if it is well coordinated. By taking down for example
the node with the highest degree, the Lightning Network fragmented into 37 connected
components. This could avoid that payments are processed in the network between two
nodes because no longer a path between them exists. Also targeted DoS attacks against
certain nodes can prevent them from revoking invalid commitment transactions and in
this way they lose funds.
In this section, we introduced the most important privacy and security attacks concerning
payment channel networks and the Lightning Network. Next, we will discuss some major
enhancement approaches to harden those attacks and to weaken other challenges and
limitations.
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3.5

Enhancement Approaches

In this section, we will discuss some enhancement approaches for payment channel
networks, as well as anonymous multi-hop-locks, atomic multi-path payments, split
payments, payment channel rebalancing, splicing, watching services, trampoline payments,
asynchronous payments, multiplexed payment channels and deliberately selecting longer
payment routes.

3.5.1

Anonymous Multi-hop-locks

Anonymous multi-hop-locks is a concept presented by Malavolta et al. in [193]. As
discussed in sections 3.4 and 3.1.4, a payment route can be identified by the locked hash
of the secret which has to be provided to release the locked funds from the HTLC. This
is a privacy issue. By using anonymous multi-hop-locks each two interacting parties
along a payment route create and commit the hash of their own secret for locking funds
in HTLCs. This is realised during the setup phase of a payment route which makes it
also more complex. On the other hand, it helps to prevent the privacy within a payment
channel network and also removes the possibility of wormhole attacks.

3.5.2

Atomic Multi-Path Payments

Atomic multi-path payments over the Lightning Network were proposed by O. Osuntokun
in [199]. The main idea is to use different channels to process a payment to a target.
That is why the payment has to be atomic, meaning either all single payments succeed or
none of them. This eliminates the limitation that one path has to exist which can provide
enough liquidity for a payment. It could also reduce fees if routing nodes charge different
fee rates. Multi-path payments also increase the privacy by splitting one payment into
several ones. However, it is a big challenge to handle multi-path atomicity reliably.

3.5.3

Split Payments

D. Piatkivskyi and M. Nowostawski proposed in [200] a related idea for splitting a
payment into smaller parts, into atomic multi-path payments discussed above. The main
difference compared to atomic multi-path payments is that sub-payments are also timely
spread. This increases the probability of a successful payment. Split payments achieve an
improved total liquidity of the payment network, reduce the amount of funds needed to
be locked in a payment channel and improve the privacy of the payment channel network
consequently. Handling multi-payments is also a big challenge with split payments.

3.5.4

Payment Channel Rebalancing

If payments are routed in the same direction more often than in the other, channels
within a payment channel network get unilaterally. At some point in time a channel
cannot route a payment anymore. To avoid unbalanced channels, a node increases the
balance of a channel by the expense of decreasing the balance of other channels. This
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requires interactions with other nodes which causes fees [201]. Channel rebalancing is
important to keep the payment channel network operable.

3.5.5

Splicing

Another way of adapting channel balances is splicing. Splicing-in is the process of adding
funds to a payment channel whereas splicing-out is the process of removing funds from
the channel. Splicing closes the channel and re-opens it with one single blockchain
transaction. This also causes fees [202]. Splicing is a necessary mechanism to keep the
network liquid.

3.5.6

Watching Services

If Alice closes a channel while Bob is offline, Alice has to wait for 1,000 blocks to receive
her funds. Bob receives his funds immediately and has the chance to claim also the funds
for Alice if Alice sent an invalidated commitment transaction as a penalty. To do so, she
has to come online within the 1,000 blocks’ confirmation. If she does not, Bob receives
his funds, even if he acted maliciously. Watching services are third parties acting in
behave of another party in such a case. If Bob is offline, the watching service overtakes
the responsibility of claiming the funds for Alice from the payment channel, in the case
Alice sent an outdated commitment transaction. Also if Bob loses all the data from a
payment channel, the watching service can protect a loss of funds. For doing so, the
watching service gets some fees from Bob [203].

3.5.7

Trampoline Payments

O. Wagih proposed a different way of payment route calculation in [175]. In current
implementations, the source of a payment has to calculate the route through the network
to the destination. To do so, the node has to maintain a state of the network of all nodes
and public channels. If the Lightning Network grows to much higher levels, calculating
the optimal route could become a very hard problem for nodes with less computational
power. For example node A wants to send a payment to node F in a channel network
graph which looks like A →
− B→
− C→
− D→
− E→
− F . Maybe node A only knows node B
and node C, but node C has a full view of the complete graph and enough computational
power to calculate a route to node F. Node A could send the payment to node C and
ask if node C could route the payment to node F. In that case node C is acting as a
trampoline node. Node C could charge fees for keeping the complete state of the graph
and for calculating the route to node F.

3.5.8

Asynchronous Payments

In general, two interacting nodes have to be online at the same time to process a payment
through a payment channel. Lightning Rod Protocol [204, 205] overcomes this limitation
by using an intermediate node which is always online and forwards the payment once the
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target of a payment is offline and comes online again. The main difference of the Lightning
Rod Protocol compared to standard multi-hop payment setup is, the construction of
HTLCs along the payment route. Based on the following example, in which Alice wants
to send a payment to Bob via an intermediate node, we will explain the differences.
1. Alice sends a secret to Bob and can go offline.
2. Bob also creates a secret and sends a hash of both secrets to the intermediate node.
Bob can go offline now as well.
3. The intermediate node sends Alice the hash of Bob’s secret along with a HODL
invoice when she comes online again. A HODL invoice allows the receiver to await
or abort the payment while the sender remains committed. Alice can validate the
origin of the payment request.
4. Once the request has been validated, Alice starts to set up an HTLC with the
intermediate node which sets up an HTLC with Bob when he comes online again.
From that point on the process is the same as in multi-hop payments.
Non-atomicity of the multi-hop payment allows the payment to be processed in an
asynchronous way between two nodes via an intermediate.

3.5.9

Multiplexed Payment Channels

In default payment channels, only two participants can exchange values even if third
parties are used for multi-hop payment routing. Pan et al. introduce Gnocchi in [206],
a multiplexed payment channel scheme. This scheme offers a novel method to set
up off-chain payment channel systems, to allow multi-party payments in one channel.
Several participants can request the opening of a multiplexed payment channel with the
cooperation of a transaction supervisor. Anyway, the supervisor is not able to modify the
balance of any channel participant without its authentication. The multiplexed payment
channel consists of a novel fixed-member channel state consensus mechanism and only
the supervisor is required to be online. Beside these improvements, Gnocchi reduces
routing costs and payment fees for multi-hop payments compared to existing payment
channel networks such as the Lightning Network.

3.5.10

Deliberately Selecting Longer Payment Routes

Beres et al. describe in [207] that many of the payments within the Lightning Network are
either single hop payments or multi-hop payments with only one intermediary in between.
Knowing that most of the routed payments contain only one hop, an intermediary can
easily de-anonymize sender and receiver of a payment. One way to overcome this fact
is to deliberately choose longer payment routes by the sender in the process of source
routing discussed in section 3.1.5. This results in slightly higher fees and a lower payment
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speed, but in better privacy for the sender and receiver. There is a certain trade-off
between fees, speed and privacy.
In this section, we have discussed some of the most promising enhancement approaches for
payment channel networks concerning security and privacy attacks and other limitations.
Next, we will concentrate on analysis, which is done on the Lightning Network to gain a
deeper insight into it.

3.6

Analysis

In this section, we will introduce some of the existing approaches to analyse payment
channel networks and discuss in detail two important works in this field from which we
also reproduce the results presented in chapter 5.

3.6.1

Evaluating Methods for the Identification of Off-Chain
Transactions in the Lightning Network

First, we will discuss the paper of M. Nowostawski and J. Ton [208], an approach to
analyse payment channels within the Lightning Network. Broadly speaking, they look
for possible closing transactions on the blockchain and for possible corresponding funding
transactions based on a certain transaction scheme. By combining these potential channel
openings and closings with data collected from the Lightning Network, false positives
can be reduced significantly. We will discuss the methodology in detail, on which we also
built up parts of our methodology which we will present in chapter 4.
Methodology The first step is to find potential closing transactions on the Bitcoin
blockchain. A closing transaction consits of one single input which is a 2-of-2 multisignature redeem script. Beside Lightning Network channel closing transactions, there
are also other transactions of this type. Therefore this mechanism produces also false
positives. The input of the closing transaction references the possible funding transaction.
Figure 3.19 shows the concept of these two corresponding transactions.
To identify possible closing transactions, one has to have a look into all transaction
inputs, from transactions with only one single input. This single input has to be a 2-of-2
multi-signature script. Once a possible closing transaction is identified, the corresponding
funding transaction can be found by the referenced transaction hash in the transaction
input. These two identified transactions are a possible funding and closing transaction
pair of a Lightning Network channel. The interacting addresses and amounts, which were
initially locked in the payment channel, can be observed beside several other information.
As already mentioned, this mechanism also provides false positives which have to be
filtered and minimized with additional approaches.
As discussed in 3.1.3, this is not the only way a payment channel can be closed. One
also has to have a look at transactions which are created on an uncooperative payment
channel closing. Figure 3.20 shows the respective transactions caused by an uncooperative
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Figure 3.19: A channel funding and closing transaction pair. The input of the closing
transaction references the respective output of the funding transaction [208].

payment channel closing. As mentioned in sections 3.1.3 and 3.2, the party closing the
payment channel in an uncooperative way has to wait for a certain number of blocks to
enable the other party to revoke the transaction if it contains a wrong state. Therefore
one transaction output is timelocked.

Figure 3.20: A funding, closing and timelocked transaction trio. The input of the closing
transaction references the respective output of the funding transaction. The timelocked
transaction input references the output for the party closing the channel [208].
To identify timelocked transactions, one has to have a look into all transaction inputs, of
transactions which only has one input. This single input has to be a redeem script with
a timelocked and a revocation clause. Once a timelocked transaction is identified, the
corresponding closing transaction can be found by the referenced transaction hash of the
transaction input. In turn, the corresponding funding transaction can be found by the
referenced transaction hash of the transaction input from the closing transaction. Transactions identified by this scheme are likely to be Lightning Network related transactions,
yet not with certainty.
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A third way a channel can be closed is that if an HTLC cannot be resolved off-chain, the
channel will be closed and the HTLC will be handled on chain. As this is a state which
does not occur very often compared the prior two types of channel closings, Nowostawski
and Ton did not focus on this in their analysis and nor do we.
As a next step they compared the identified possible Lightning Network related transactions with data collected from the Lightning Network. For this they modified an LND
client to gain further insights into the network. By doing this, Nowostawski and Ton
could reduce false positives. They disabled the feature that inactive nodes and channels
are removed from the maintained graph of a node. This allowed the authors to have a
more complete view of the network graph.
We have discussed the methodology in this section and most important results presented
by Nowostawski and Ton will be summarised following.
Results Nowostawski and Ton analysed the Lightning Network concerning the size,
reused keys, centrality measures and other key metrics which we will not mention here
because we will present another paper in this field in the next section. Also, the authors
run two data collection intervals, both on the Bitcoin mainnet and the testnet. The
second snapshot on the mainnet consits of 1,151 blocks and they identified 667 potential
Lightning Network channels based on the discussed identification scheme. During the
second data collection on the mainnet they identified that more than 75% of 2-of-2
multi-signature transactions are most likely Lightning Network channels.
In this section, we summarised a paper which introduced a mechanism to identify potential
Lightning Network channels on the Bitcoin blockchain. Next, we will discuss another
interesting paper performing different analysis approaches on the Lightning Network, on
which we also partially reproduced the presented results.

3.6.2

Topological Analysis of Bitcoin’s Lightning Network

In [198] Seres et al. discuss the topological analysis of the Lightning Network. They first
exported the graph from an LND client and further analysed different network metrics
based on it. Below we will discuss the methodology and the results presented by the
authors.
Methodology Seres et al. parsed a graph representation consisting of vertices (nodes)
and edges (channels) of the Lightning Network, created by a LND client and further
processed different metric calculations on it like network properties, degree distribution,
betweenness and closeness centrality and clustering coefficients. In the following section
a short overview of the most interesting results of their work will be given.
Results As of January 2019 Seres et al. identified 2,344 nodes spawning 16,617 payment
channels, which results in an average degree of about 7.09 channels per node. The average
shortest path between two nodes within the network is about 2.81 nodes. Most of the
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nodes have only a few while other nodes have many channels. The Lightning Network
consists of a small central clique and loosely connected periphery. All of the presented
network metrics indicate that the Lightning Network is currently not robust against
targeted attacks. Additionally, Seres et al. show that by removing the node with the
highest degree, the Lightning Network gets fragmented into 37 connected components.
Removing the biggest 30 nodes resulted in 424 components most of which are isolated
nodes. They summarised that the Lightning Network is indeed robust against random
failures, but not against targeted attacks due to the current structure. The authors
conclude that the developers of the Lightning Network also have to focus on building a
resilient network topology.
In this section, we introduced two papers in the field of Lightning Network analysis which
are important for this thesis. Next, we would like to give the reader some ideas about
critical perspectives on the Lightning Network.

3.7

Critical Perspectives

The Lightning Network offers big advantages, but on the other hand it also struggles
with major limitations discussed in this chapter. In this section we will mention some
critical perspectives on this new technology.
Beres et al. describe and argue a sceptical point of view compared to most of the other
opinions concerning the impact and adoption of the Lightning Network in [207]. The
authors examine the Lightning Network under economical and privacy aspects. Beres et
al. implemented a traffic simulator to empirically analyse transaction fees and privacy
provisions within the Lightning Network. At the time of the release of the paper in
November 2019, they summarised that it is not economically rational to operate a routing
node within the network. Either the traffic or the fees have to increase to make it feasible
to participate in the network. Second, they conclude that statistical evidence on payment
sender and receiver can be inferred because in most payments only one intermediary
is in between both interacting parties. To overcome this fact, Beres et al. introduce a
method to inject additional hops to obfuscate payment details. This method was already
discussed in section 3.5.
Other critical views are targeting the usability of the current Lightning Network and its
implementations in [209] and in [210]. The Lightning Network is a very new technology
and there is a lot of development going on in this area. In the future, usability and
other technical limitations have to be eliminated or reduced for the Lightning Network
to become a widespread scaling solution for the Bitcoin blockchain.
As the reader can see, not everybody has a positive attitude towards the Lightning
Network in the research field. Following we will summarise this chapter before going on
to the next chapter.
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3.8

Summary

In this chapter, we confronted the reader with the Lightning Network and payment
channel networks in common. We started with the concepts and details of payment
channel networks such as channel types, HTLCs, single- and multi-hop payment channels
and routing in payment channel networks. Then we moved on to specifics of the Lightning
Network i.e. implementations, network statistics and commitment transactions. Next, we
discussed limitations and challenges as well as security and privacy attacks in payment
channel networks in general, respectively the Lightning Network in detail. Subsequently,
we presented the most promising enhancement approaches for many of the limitations and
challenges discussed. After that, we presented relevant papers in the field of Lightning
Network analysis and also mentioned critical perspectives on the Lightning Network. In
the next chapter, we will introduce our methodology, on how we linked and mapped data
from the Lightning Network with blockchain data and data from a cryptoasset analytics
tool before presenting our results in chapter 5.
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Methodology
In this chapter we will explain how we gathered, linked and enriched data from the Bitcoin
blockchain and the Lightning Network. First, we collected data on both layers. Next,
we analysed them separately to gain a deeper insight into both networks. Subsequently,
we linked both datasets to reproduce the results presented in [208] and to enhance the
importance of the data. Next, we enriched the linked data with information from a
cryptoasset analytics tool. Finally, we mapped data from a cryptoasset analytics tool to
nodes from the Lightning Network based on a heuristic.

4.1

Data Collection & Extraction

We collected and extracted data from both networks, the Bitcoin blockchain (on-chain)
and the Lightning Network (off-chain). For data extraction from the Bitcoin blockchain,
BlockSci [211, 212], a high-performance tool for blockchain data extraction was used.
BlockSci was available to us on a server within the network of the Austrian Institute of
Technology. For the extraction of data from the Lightning Network, we used a locally
installed and operating LND client. Bellow the data gathering process on both networks
is described in detail.

4.1.1

Off-chain

We operated an LND node to collect data from the Lightning Network which offers
the possibility to export the network graph maintained by the node via the command
’describegraph’. To regularly extract the graph, we created a cronjob which extracted
the graph on an hourly basis. This enabled us to analyse channels and nodes and their
evolution over time. Besides, we modified the LND client to export further data like
interacting Bitcoin public keys on channel creation. While taking snapshots, we also
modified the client not to remove inactive channels from the network graph maintained by
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the node. Preventing to remove inactive channels was also introduced in [208]. Removing
inactive yet not closed channels would limit the set of compoundable data. Next, we will
introduce the reader into the dataset we collected.
Dataset & Structure We exported snapshots from the Lightning Network on an
hourly basis. We started the cronjob to do so on 28th November 2019 at 09:00:01 p.m.
(CET) and ended it on 30th January 2020 at 08:00:01 a.m. (CET). In this period we
collected 1,500 snapshots of channels and nodes from the Lightning Network. To operate
on the data more easily, we stored them in a locally operating SQLite3 database [213].
A snapshot of the Lightning Network graph consists of nodes and channels between
them. Listing 4.1 shows an example of a node and listing 4.2 an example of a channel
between two nodes captured and exported by the LND client with the mentioned built-in
command.

Listing 4.1: An example of the details of a node from the Lightning Network.
1

{

2

"last_update":1567114656,

3

"pub_key":"02022a6bcbd75baa2efb1c5f7badcc90337fc9a2f5b7730f0d35a69e560c79a99f",

4

"alias":"lightning-hostel",

5

"addresses":[

6

{

7

"network":"tcp",

8

"addr":"71.58.99.157:9735"

9

}

10

],

11

"color":"#627277"

12 }

Listing 4.2: An example of the details of a channel from the Lightning Network.
1
2

"channel_id":"595290988591185920",

3

"chan_point":"8be38d557a01c3b73842335d02b29fe35c5d57ce27ca3a726495bec437dfe47e:0",

4

"last_update":1576992565,

5

"node1_pub":"031678745383bd273b4c3dbefc8ffbf4847d85c2f62d3407c0c980430b3257c403",

6

"node2_pub":"031e47777e35627e1018bc886ee24f81633a54527cfce24df0183a8fee7b3a24ef",

7

"capacity":"5000000",

8

"node1_policy":{

9
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{

"time_lock_delta":144,

10

"min_htlc":"1000",

11

"fee_base_msat":"1000",

12

"fee_rate_milli_msat":"1",
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13

"disabled":false,

14

"max_htlc_msat":"5000000000",

15

"last_update":1576914051

16

},

17

"node2_policy":{

18

"time_lock_delta":144,

19

"min_htlc":"1000",

20

"fee_base_msat":"1000",

21

"fee_rate_milli_msat":"1",

22

"disabled":false,

23

"max_htlc_msat":"5000000000",

24

"last_update":1576992565

25

},

26

"btc1_pub":"02cb44fc859ca8ab83c0616e6ea3c430b5abba0de6b3ca1e594690dbbeafe72ea2",

27

"btc2_pub":"02828a140346e865023df5e3150f3c077a27be54d5d486176a5bc6b8c8e92f6dc5"

28 }

4.1.2

On-chain

We used BlockSci to extract relevant data from the Bitcoin blockchain and followed the
approach discussed by M. Nowostawski and J. Ton in [208] to identify possible Lightning
Network channel transactions on the blockchain, as introduced in section 3.6. In detail,
we traversed the blockchain block by block and transaction by transaction from the latest
block towards the genesis block and analysed every transaction for the specific transaction
scheme within the respective block range. We extracted the possible Lightning Network
channel transactions as well as possible cooperative and possible uncooperative Lightning
Network channel transactions separately. We also stored the data in the same SQLite3
database for easier processing it later on. Next, we will explain the dataset we collected.
Dataset & Structure To validate how many of the identified potential Lightning
Network transactions are real Lightning Network channels, we had to extract the possible
Lightning Network channel transactions from the Bitcoin blockchain in the same period, as
we also collected data from the Lightning Network. Therefore we traversed the blockchain
from block height 615,178 to block height 605,798 and analysed each transaction in that
block range for the respective transaction scheme. Block 605,798 was mined on 28th
November 2019 at 09:05:44 p.m. (CET) and block 615,178 was mined on 30th January
2020 at 08:00:50 a.m. (CET). In total, 19,094,656 transactions happened in these 9,381
blocks. We stored the transactions which matched the respective transaction scheme in a
way to be able to link them to the collected off-chain data. Listing 4.3 shows an example
of an on-chain extracted potential Lightning Network channel.
Listing 4.3: An example of a potential Lightning Network channel transaction extracted
from the Bitcoin blockchain.
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1

{

2

"funding_tx_id":"4e811782fc94c89cad238d01cb5acbe24a142a2a9c544d5f28ac1c2bdd39ecd6",

3

"closing_tx_id":"2020ece61ad7fb5470c356edfee2352b77185c19de0486e22b4f491bceb68d74",

4

"block_height_funding_tx":566101,

5

"block_height_closing_tx":610379,

6

"btc_key_1":"027a25b1864604689af4cd0fbcde8133884f861ceab98245aae07a9510cc11d509",

7

"btc_key_2":"02e068b72c0b9fbc2df2c18fefe0be3c78c266bb8404fecbedbe8a7d99d475b095",

8

"btc_addr_1":"18TqnEJyAyL9vBuX5yB8de1saSRMjy5xrf",

9

"btc_addr_2":"13wD8rJaKHmwgh6ib7G6kgRr95d17aAj4J",

10

"output_values":[

11

112470,

12

127155

13

]

14 }

4.2

Data Linkage

Once we had extracted and stored both datasets, we could link them based on the
interacting Bitcoin public keys, the channel balances and the channel points. Figure
4.1 shows how data between the Lightning Network and the Bitcoin blockchain can be
linked. The first part of the channel point references the funding transaction and the
second part indicates the transaction output index of this transaction. The channel
capacity can be linked to the value of the transaction output with the certain index. If
the channel is already closed, this transaction output can be linked to the transaction
input of the funding transaction, and so can the value and the address. In this way,
also the closing transaction can be identified. Also, the interacting Bitcoin keys of the
Lightning Network channel can be identified in the script of the transaction input from
the closing transaction.

4.3

Data Enrichment

In this section, we will explain the last processing step we performed on the already
linked on- and off-chain data. To further extend the importance of the linked data, we
enriched them by data from a cryptoasset analytics tool. GraphSense [214], a cryptoasset
analytics tool implemented by the Austrian Institute of Technology, uses the commoninput-ownership heuristic to cluster addresses. This heuristic is based on the assumption
that all inputs of a transaction belong to the same user [215]. By performing this heuristic
on all transactions from the blockchain, GraphSense can create entities based on these
transactions. An entity consits of clustered addresses and all the information based on
these addresses. Entities evolve based on user behaviour and represent a more detailed
view on real users than single addresses do. To enrich our data by entities, we loaded
every input address of each channel funding transaction and if the channel was already
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Figure 4.1: The relationship between details from the Lightning Network and extracted
information from the Bitcoin blockchain. Colored data is linked across both networks.

closed, every output address of the channel closing transaction. By this, we were able to
link all emerged channels over the captured period to entities from GraphSense. Figure
4.2 shows how on-chain transactions from a Lightning Network channel can be linked to
entities from GraphSense.
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Figure 4.2: The relationship between on-chain Lightning Network transactions and
entities from GraphSense. Colored data is linked across both layers.

4.4

Entity & Node Mapping

With the information of related channels and entities, we could furthermore map the
GraphSense entities to the Lightning Network nodes based on a heuristic. To do so, we
followed two sequential steps. The first step is to identify the node which occur most
often among all to an entity related channels. The second step is to iteratively cross-check
and improve the existing unique mapping.
Let us consider the example shown in table 4.1 to explain the first step of our heuristic.
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In this example, one entity is linked to two channels, each of which consists of two nodes.
By counting the node occurrences in all channels, we can heuristically identify the node,
which is related to the entity. Table 4.2 shows the counts of the occurred nodes within
all channels based on this example. We assume that the entity controls the node with
the highest occurrence instead of all the other nodes.
Entity

Channels

Entity 1

[(Channel 1, Node 1, Node 2, ...),
(Channel 2, Node 1, Node 3, ...)]

Table 4.1: An entity mapped to two channels, each of which consists of two nodes.

Entity

Node

Node Count / Channels

Entity 1

Node 1

2/2

Node 2

1/2

Node 3

1/2

Table 4.2: Node count in channels compared to all related channels to an entity.
After applying this first step to all entities and their linked channels, the result is a set of
entities linked to one node or in some cases to several nodes if a mapping is not distinct.
For example, this can happen if an entity is only related to one single channel. Then
both nodes of this channel occur equally often. To extend the existing unique mapping
furthermore, we iteratively cross-check the actual mapping.
Let us consider the example shown in table 4.3 to explain the second step of our heuristic.
There is one entity, which is uniquely mapped to a node and two other entities that are
not unique mapped to a node. By eliminating all the unique mapped nodes from all the
other mappings, we can extend the existing unique mappings. In this example, after
performing the first improvement iteration, a second node can be uniquely mapped to an
entity. Table 4.4 shows the existing mappings after the first iterative improvement. By
performing this iteration a second time, we can uniquely map a third entity. Table 4.5
shows the result after the second iterative improvement.
By performing the first step of our heuristic one time and the second step as often as
improvements can be achieved, we can heuristically map entities to nodes. Besides we
assume that the entity controls the node with the highest occurrence instead of all the
other nodes.
In the above sections, we introduced the reader into our methodology in detail. Before
we will present our results in the next chapter, we will following summarise the major
steps of our methodology.
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Entity

Nodes

Entity 1

[Node 1]

Entity 2

[Node 1, Node 2]

Entity 3

[Node 1, Node 2, Node 3]

Table 4.3: Entity-node-mappings before first improvement iteration.
Entity

Nodes

Entity 1

[Node 1]

Entity 2
Entity 3

[Node 2]
[Node 2, Node 3]

Table 4.4: Entity-node-mappings after first improvement iteration. By removing uniquely
mapped nodes from other mappings, the existing unique mappings can be extended.
Entity

Nodes

Entity 1

[Node 1]

Entity 2

[Node 2]

Entity 3

[Node 3]

Table 4.5: Entity-node-mappings after second improvement iteration. By removing
uniquely mapped nodes from other mappings, the existing unique mappings can be
extended.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter, we introduced the reader into the methodology followed in our work.
First, we collected data from the Lightning Network over a certain period. For this, we
used LND and created snapshots from the Lightning Network on an hourly basis. Next,
we linked them to data from the Bitcoin blockchain discussed in detail in section 4.2. We
extracted relevant data from the Bitcoin blockchain using BlockSci. We also enriched the
already linked data by information from a cryptoasset analytics tool discussed in detail
in section 4.3. We used GraphSense to link Lightning Network data to entities. As a
final step, we mapped entities to nodes. To do so, we applied a heuristic explained in
section 4.4. Summarised, the presented methodology shows how data across GraphSense,
the Bitcoin blockchain and the Lightning Network can be linked and mapped and what
information can be obtained.
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Results
At the beginning of the this paper in hand we formulated the following three research
questions in chapter 1.
• What kind of information can be deduced from second layer networks such as
Lightning Network for Bitcoin, based on the footprints left on the blockchain and
the second layer network communication itself?
• What kind of information that in common belief is private per default can be leaked
within second layer networks?
• How can we integrate off-chain analysis into existing cryptoasset analytics tools
and methods?
In this chapter, we will partially present answers to these questions, we will present
results of off- and on-chain analysis, results based on the analysis of linked data from onand off-chain networks and results achieved by analysing the enriched and linked data.
Furthermore, we will show an example of an entity-node-mapping and finally summarise
the key findings of our results.

5.1

Deduced Information from both Networks

To answer the first research question, we collected 1,500 hourly snapshots from the
Lightning Network in about two months. At the same period, we also extracted relevant
transactions from the Bitcoin blockchain. Below we will give some insights into the
Lightning Network and the evolution over time within this period and show results
concerning the size of nodes and channels, the distribution of balances, key figures
related to nodes and channels and network centrality measures. After that, we will also
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present the evolution over a longer period of all transactions and of 2-of-2 multi-signature
transactions on the Bitcoin blockchain, which are the fundamental building block in the
transaction scheme introduced in [208] to identify potential Lightning Network channels.
As a last step, we will present the analysis of true- and false-positive Lightning Network
channel transactions as well as the results based on the open- and closed-state of channels.

5.1.1

Size

During the hourly snapshots, we collected 6,877 nodes and 43,151 channels in total.
Right at the end of the regular snapshots, the locally operating LND node was aware
of 6,419 nodes and 36,405 channels. As per 2nd February 2020 at 08:28:19 a.m. (CET),
about 16% of all 43,151 recorded channels were already closed. Therefore we checked the
respective transaction output of the funding transaction of each channel. If it was already
spent, the channel was already closed and if not, the channel was still open. As already
mentioned, the LND client removes inactive channels and nodes from its maintained
network state. We bypassed this implementation, but not from the beginning of our
snapshots. There are channels in the set of all unique channels which are not part of
every snapshot. In detail, there are 13,483 channels which are not part of every snapshot
during their active time. That means, these channels were noticed by the node e.g. at
time t and at time t+2, but were not recognized at time t+1. The same is true for
1,129 nodes of all unique nodes. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the progression of nodes and
channels over time within the captured time period. As the reader can see, due to the
spreading mechanism of channels and nodes, it took some time for the locally operating
node to fully synchronize all the network details at the beginning. Besides, there is a
jump in node and channel count between the snapshots recorded on 31st December 2019
at 10:00:01 am and 11:00:01 a.m. (CET) which can be recognized in both figures. The
node count increased by 101 and the channel count increased by 983 within this single
hour. Online research resulted in no information about any event or happening on the
Lightning Network in this period.
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Figure 5.1: The number of active nodes over the time period of collecting data from the
Lightning Network.

Figure 5.2: The number of active channels over the time period of collecting data from
the Lightning Network.
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5.1.2

Balances

We analysed the Lightning Network concerning the channel balances. As mentioned
in 3.2.2, there are more than 800 BTC maintained by the Lightning Network. The
average channel balance is about 2,456,929.3 Satoshi, which is about 0.024569 BTC. The
channel balance median is 500,000 Satoshi, which is 0.005 BTC. The factor of 5 between
the median and the average indicates that there are some big channels concerning the
balances. Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of balances concerning the channels. The vast
majority of channels has a balance less than 0.2 BTC and one channel has a balance of
about 2.7 BTC. This distribution indicates the centralization of the Lightning Network.
Table 5.1 shows the balances of the top five channels with the highest channel balances.
It is conspicuous that 10 channels have the same balance as the last listed channel in the
table. For a better overview, we only listed one of them in the table below.

Figure 5.3: The amount of channels per balance.

Channel Point
f6b84ef2cabe68afb50d9a626014508ea8084235c6105c3bb14fc9c79583b451:0
6f3dca9d9b5e32dea00847936dd8d43d5e3657b045f9533d4ad4bafa7d05da15:1
95b7acf7e93b97aeab4d0d73d71c99b0b3ad4cbb1412d9d0928f0d43acec4157:0
fc6b607a528fe96225b64e9ad64253148d4a950ce4c418b9f66cb9a118434364:1
c92918abf887052465aaba959d2a3a515e8dca91c5e3bd6689f142c903ef0924:1

Balance in Satoshi
268,435,456
200,000,000
200,000,000
180,000,000
167,772,150

Table 5.1: The top five channels with the highest channel balances.
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5.1.3

Nodes and Channels

We related the channels to the nodes to identify the degree distribution of the nodes.
Figure 5.4 shows the distribution of channels concerning the nodes. Some nodes have
many channels, but many nodes have only one channel, which means, these nodes cannot
be used for routing payments across the network unless they are either sender or receiver
of payments. To enable multi-hop payments within the Lightning Network, nodes have to
have more than one channel to act as an intermediary. This distribution also indicates the
centralization of the Lightning Network. From a security perspective, targeted attacks
against central nodes can easily split the network in several parts. Table 5.2 shows the
channel count for the top five nodes with the most channels.

Figure 5.4: The amount of channels per node.

Node
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
0331f80652fb840239df8dc99205792bba2e559a05469915804c08420230e23c7c
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
0217890e3aad8d35bc054f43acc00084b25229ecff0ab68debd82883ad65ee8266
0279c22ed7a068d10dc1a38ae66d2d6461e269226c60258c021b1ddcdfe4b00bc4

Channel Count
1,630
1,308
1,193
1,018
880

Table 5.2: The top five nodes with the most channels.

5.1.4

Centrality Measures

We investigated different centrality measures for the Lightning Network graph to get
an overview of the importance of the most central nodes and the centralization of the
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Lightning Network in general. Table 5.3 shows the top five nodes with the highest degree
centrality. The degree centrality is a measure for the amount of channels one node has
with other nodes. Table 5.4 shows the top five nodes with the highest closeness centrality.
The closeness centrality of a node is a measure for the average path length of a node to
all the other nodes. Table 5.5 shows the top five nodes with the highest betweenness
centrality. The betweenness centrality is a measure for how often a node acts as a bridge
for any two other nodes on the shortest path between them. In general, high centrality
measures of nodes indicate that the network is centralized, at least in some major parts.
It is conspicuous that node ’02ad6fb8...’ has the highest measures in all three centrality
types. This is also the node with the most channels as shown in section 5.1.3. In later
sections we will again highlight the importance of this node.
Node
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
0331f80652fb840239df8dc99205792bba2e559a05469915804c08420230e23c7c
0217890e3aad8d35bc054f43acc00084b25229ecff0ab68debd82883ad65ee8266
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
0279c22ed7a068d10dc1a38ae66d2d6461e269226c60258c021b1ddcdfe4b00bc4

Centrality
0.214078
0.155759
0.137435
0.131617
0.116201

Table 5.3: The top five nodes with the highest degree centrality.
Node
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
0279c22ed7a068d10dc1a38ae66d2d6461e269226c60258c021b1ddcdfe4b00bc4
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
0331f80652fb840239df8dc99205792bba2e559a05469915804c08420230e23c7c
0242a4ae0c5bef18048fbecf995094b74bfb0f7391418d71ed394784373f41e4f3

Centrality
0.495602
0.460296
0.457637
0.452014
0.441927

Table 5.4: The top five nodes with the highest closeness centrality.
Node
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
0331f80652fb840239df8dc99205792bba2e559a05469915804c08420230e23c7c
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
0217890e3aad8d35bc054f43acc00084b25229ecff0ab68debd82883ad65ee8266
0279c22ed7a068d10dc1a38ae66d2d6461e269226c60258c021b1ddcdfe4b00bc4

Centrality
0.177765
0.101515
0.093676
0.074861
0.056917

Table 5.5: The top five nodes with the highest betweenness centrality.

5.1.5

2-of-2 Multi-signature Transactions

We analysed 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions which are the main part of the identification scheme of potential Lightning Network channel transactions from the Bitcoin
blockchain introduced in [208]. To get a better overview of the amount of 2-of-2 multisignature transactions compared to all transactions per block, we analysed all the
transactions from each block starting at block 400,000 and ending at block 615,432.
Figure 5.5 shows the percent of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions per block. As the
reader can see, the amount of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions started to increase
from about block height 500,000, which was mined on 18th December 2017 at 07:35:25
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p.m. (CET). At the beginning of 2018 the first beta of LND version 0.4 was released
[216]. This partially validates the approach presented in [208] as it seems that the
amount of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions are correlating with the launch and usage
of LND respectively the Lightning Network. In general, between 0.05% and 0.25% of all
transactions in 2019 were 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions. This share indicates the
low adoption of the Lightning Network compared to other transactions at the moment.

Figure 5.5: The percent of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions per block.

5.1.6

Potential Lightning Network Channel Transactions

As mentioned in 4.1.2, we analysed 9,381 blocks and 19,094,656 transactions between
block heights 605,798 and 615,178. Among these about 19 million transactions, we
identified 21,787 (0.1%) potential Lightning Network channel transactions by applying
the transaction scheme introduced in [208]. These potential transactions contained 1,954
(9%) timelocked transactions which are uncooperative channel closings between two
channel participants and 19,833 (91%) cooperative channel closings.
We compared the potential on-chain Lightning Network transactions with the collected
off-chain data. 6,486 transactions (30%) of the on-chain identified potential Lightning
Network transactions were verified to be true-positives and 15,301 transactions (70%)
were false-positives. Compared to the results presented in [208], the rate of true-positives
is low as they verified about 75% of potential transactions to be actual channels. We
verified our identification method by extracting potential Lightning Network in the same
block range as M. Nowostawski and J. Ton and extracted the same amount of potential
Lightning Network channels in that block range. As we are sure that our on-chain
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identification method is correct, possible reasons for the gap between 30% and 75% can
be other applications or use cases producing similar footprints on the blockchain that
were not active during the time the authors published their paper or that today partially
more private channels compared to public channels were active than in the past. E.g. the
research team of BitMEX estimates the amount of private channels compared to public
channels to about 28% as per January 2020 [217].
Furthermore, we analysed the 6,486 true-positives concerning the block height of the
funding transaction, closing transaction and the block durations of the channels. Figure
5.6 shows the block heights of the funding transactions and figure 5.7 shows the block
heights of the closing transactions of all true-positive channels. As the reader can see, the
number of channel openings increased over time with the usage of the Lightning Network
and the number of channel closings in a certain range is constant over time. Figure 5.8
shows the duration in blocks of the true-positive channels. Most of the channels had a
short duration whereas some had a very long duration. The average duration of these
channels is 24,938.5 blocks which is about 173.2 days. The channel duration median is
about 19,286 blocks which is about 133.9 days. It can be seen that the median and the
average are nearly the same which means the data is uniformly distributed.

Figure 5.6: The amount of channel opening transactions per block.
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Figure 5.7: The amount of channel closing transactions per block.

Figure 5.8: The amount of channels per channel duration.
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5.1.7

State Verification of Probably Closed Channels

We verified the state of absent channels which were present at any time t, but were not
present at any time t+1. This can be caused by two reasons: first, the channel was
actually closed and second, the node removed the channel from its maintained network
graph due to inactivity. We analysed all channels that were present at any time t but not
at the time of the latest snapshot. We identified 6,745 channels matching this scheme.
Next, we validated the state of these channels on the Bitcoin blockchain by investigating
the respective transaction output of the channel funding transaction. If the output was
spent, the channel was closed and if it was not spent, the channel was still open. 6,493
(96%) of the channels were closed and 252 (4%) were still open.

5.2

Private Information from the Lightning Network

After we answered the first research questions, we analysed linked and enriched data
concerning the privacy of the participants to answer the second research question. We
will present details on node aliases, IP addresses, geo-locations and on Bitcoin address
and Bitcoin key reuse. Besides, we will present results of enriched data by information
from GraphSense such as the analyses of entities and entity-node-mappings.

5.2.1

Node Aliases

We noticed 6,877 unique nodes during the captured period of about 2 months. 5,111
(74.3%) of them have an alias which in some cases makes it possible to link a Lightning
Network node to a public service. In section 5.2.6 we will present one example where we
linked an entity to a node which is a wallet service.

5.2.2

Node IP Addresses and Locations

We analysed the IP addresses and based on these, the geo-location of the nodes. We
observed 6,877 unique nodes during the snapshots. Table 5.6 shows the network addresses
related to the count of nodes. It is evident that most nodes are either without any address
information or hidden by the Tor network. Most of the other IP addresses operate less
than 5 nodes. IP address ’195.95.224.2’ is located in Paris and IP address ’188.165.223.61’
is located in Roubaix, both in France. This implies that the biggest not hidden node
operators are located in France. Figure 5.9 shows the geo-locations of the 250 nodes with
the most channels. It is obvious that the Lightning Network is highly concentrated in
Europe and Northern America. Table 5.7 shows the locations of the top five nodes with
the most channels. For geo-location of IP addresses we used the service ’ipstack.com’
[218].
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Address

Node Count

No address

2,556

Tor network

1,546

Others

37

195.95.224.2

20

188.165.223.61

5

Table 5.6: The top five nodes with the most channels.

Figure 5.9: The locations of the 250 nodes with the most channels.
Node
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
0331f80652fb840239df8dc99205792bba2e559a05469915804c08420230e23c7c
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
0217890e3aad8d35bc054f43acc00084b25229ecff0ab68debd82883ad65ee8266
0279c22ed7a068d10dc1a38ae66d2d6461e269226c60258c021b1ddcdfe4b00bc4

Location
Clifton (USA)
Ashburn (USA)
Ashburn (USA)
New York (USA)
Duluth (USA)

Table 5.7: The locations of the top five nodes with the most channels.

5.2.3

Bitcoin Address Reuse

We analysed all funding transaction input addresses and whether already closed, all
closing transaction output addresses of all 43,151 unique channels which we recorded
during the period of the Lightning Network snapshots. 1,039 out of 74,770 (1.39%) input
addresses were reused among other input addresses of channel funding transactions. Table
5.8 shows the most reused input addresses among other input addresses. 4 out of 10,427
(0.04%) output addresses were reused among other output addresses of channel closing
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transactions. Table 5.9 shows the most reused output addresses among other output
addresses. The amount of both, reused output addresses and total output addresses of
channel closing transactions is very low because most of the channels were still open and
had no closing transaction. We also compared input and output addresses combined.
3,297 out of 85,206 (3.87%) addresses were reused in either input of channel funding
transaction or output of channel closing transaction. Table 5.8 shows the most reused
input or output addresses among other input or output addresses. The analysis of address
reuse implies that some channels belong to the same address and that some channels are
successors of previous channels. In general, the low count of reused addresses is most
likely caused by the hierarchical deterministic wallet of the LND clients [178].
Address

Reuse Count

bc1qfl93evayrv7dythlnvvkwwz4v0kmwc686ke4gq

82

bc1q99tp7d30man0h86y0wh5yzzv99x2qvuc9dsp8u

42

bc1qa9vz2rlq6e548q4vu9xms46ghfl53u2k7p7k3w

39

bc1qzjap7cv6d4qe3psnytrjvwu5nvtx4yjtdg5lux

26

bc1qh3eppzs6yypgd20g5lmer9zgqqmn6meud6vgfd

22

Table 5.8: The top five addresses with the highest reuse count among input addresses
only and among input or output addresses.
Address

Reuse Count

bc1qm9lk7z8v0nmt6wvq4zym7cwqu4a2w8a40rahx2

2

bc1qyadyyz2nrp8j39sruj6rrx5v7n0efaf8spevh8

2

bc1qr2dsl65vxuene3qedd0a9f06tx780vkh4unkrp

2

bc1qlvjwsf2shnk7tdpk0hdl3zfs20d376hmcq5nt5

2

Table 5.9: The top four addresses with the highest reuse count among output addresses
only.

5.2.4

Bitcoin Key Reuse

We analysed the involved Bitcoin public keys in each channel and compared each key
with all the others, to analyse the reuse of public keys. Only 62 (0.07%) out of 86,302
keys were reused once. This low count is most likely also caused by the hierarchical
deterministic wallet of the LND clients [178].

5.2.5

Analysis of Entities

We identified 47,948 entities based on the recorded 43,151 unique channels and investigated
the balance distribution of the identified entities and the distribution of entities concerning
their total amount received and spent. Additionally, we also analysed entities concerning
the amount of their linked addresses as well as the active days, meaning the time passed
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by between the first and the last transactions of an entity. Below we will present the
results of these approaches and mechanisms.
As mentioned, we analysed the balances of the entities. Figure 5.10 shows the entities
concerning the total balances. It can be seen that almost all of the entities have a balance
of zero. This means that the values are already transferred to other entities. Moreover,
we analysed the total amount of all the entities received respectively spent. Figure
5.11 shows the entities concerning the total amount received and figure 5.12 the entities
concerning the total amount spent. Again, the majority of the entities have received and
spent low amounts and some entities have received and spent very high amounts. After
that, we analysed the number of addresses related to each entity. Figure 5.13 shows the
distribution of entities concerning count of their related addresses. The majority of all
the identified entities only has one single related address. This means that probably most
of the actors within the Lightning Network are small entities or that GraphSense has not
been able to cluster them so far. Finally, we analysed the active period of each entity.
Figure 5.14 shows the entities concerning their active time. It is evident that entities are
tendentially active for only a shorter period rather than for a longer one.

Figure 5.10: The amount of entities per total balance.
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Figure 5.11: The amount of entities per total received amount.

Figure 5.12: The amount of entities per total spent amount.
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Figure 5.13: The amount of entities per number of related addresses.

Figure 5.14: The amount of entities per active days.
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Further, we analysed the enriched data concerning the amount of channels per entity.
Figure 5.15 shows the distribution of entities concerning the amount of channels based
on both, the funding transaction input and closing transaction output addresses. The
vast majority of the entities is linked to one single channel, but there is an entity that is
linked to 145 channels. Table 5.10 shows the top five GraphSense entities with the most
linked channels based on both, the funding transaction input and closing transaction
output addresses.

Figure 5.15: The amount of channels per GraphSense entity based on funding transaction
input and closing transaction output addresses.

Entity

Channel Count

493979339

145

589451869
586775838

100
78

602018841

60

585848060

48

Table 5.10: The top five GraphSense entities based on funding transaction input and
closing transaction output addresses with the most channels.
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Next, we analysed the enriched data concerning the balances of all channels per entity.
Figure 5.16 shows the distribution of entities concerning the total channel balances based
on both, the funding transaction input and closing transaction output addresses. The
vast majority of the entities have low balances among their linked channels under control.
On the other hand, there are also some entities having high balances among their linked
channels under control. There is especially one entity having about 46 BTC among its
linked channels under control. Table 5.11 shows the top five GraphSense entities with the
highest total channel balances based on both, the funding transaction input and closing
transaction output addresses. Three additional entities have the same total channel
balance among their linked channels under control like the last listed entity in the table.
For a better overview, we only listed one of them in the table below.

Figure 5.16: The amount of total channel balances per GraphSense entity based on
funding transaction input and closing transaction output addresses.

Entity

Total Channel Balance in Satoshi

493979339

4,646,567,364

605916288

595,762,020

586775838

296,210,000

602028994

268,935,456

586731621

200,000,000

Table 5.11: The top five GraphSense entities based on funding transaction input and
closing transaction output addresses with the most balances based on all related channels.
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5.2.6

Analysis of Mapped Entities to Nodes

We identified 47,948 entities based on the recorded 43,151 unique channels. These
channels are related to 6,877 unique nodes. By applying the first step of our heuristic
which we discussed in detail in section 4.4, we uniquely mapped 2,260 entities to one
single node. By applying the second step in successive processing rounds, we increased
the unique entity-node-mapping from 2,260 to 8,148 entities. At the end, we verified
that there was no violating data in the result of this heuristic. This means, there was
no single entity, which was mapped to different nodes, but as the reader can imagine,
there were different entities mapping to the same node. With this information, we could
heuristically uniquely map 6,773 (98.5%) of the 6,877 nodes to entities. Table 5.12 shows
the heuristical mapping of the top five entities with the most channels to the respective
Lightning Network nodes. Table 5.13 shows the heuristical mapping of the top five
entities with the highest total channel balances to the respective Lightning Network
nodes.
Entity
493979339
589451869
586775838
602018841
585848060

Node
03021c5f5f57322740e4ee6936452add19dc7ea7ccf90635f95119ab82a62ae268
02ad6fb8d693dc1e4569bcedefadf5f72a931ae027dc0f0c544b34c1c6f3b9a02b
02b77853653ff464339740c06e927ddcc5540487847256d342b98909532853b13d
036b343eb46c5db996d3d1e2c6cc9742cbfa7e3b4146d4b4b0aef694b6d12960c8
021607cfce19a4c5e7e6e738663dfafbbbac262e4ff76c2c9b30dbeefc35c00643

Node Count / Channels
145/145
100/100
78/78
60/60
48/48

Table 5.12: The top five GraphSense entities with the most channels heuristically linked
to Lightning Network nodes.
Entity
493979339
605916288
586775838
602028994
586731621

Node
03021c5f5f57322740e4ee6936452add19dc7ea7ccf90635f95119ab82a62ae268
0254ff808f53b2f8c45e74b70430f336c6c76ba2f4af289f48d6086ae6e60462d3
02b77853653ff464339740c06e927ddcc5540487847256d342b98909532853b13d
03864ef025fde8fb587d989186ce6a4a186895ee44a926bfc370e2c366597a3f8f
03abf6f44c355dec0d5aa155bdbdd6e0c8fefe318eff402de65c6eb2e1be55dc3e

Node Count / Channels
145/145
21/21
78/78
3/3
3/3

Table 5.13: The top five GraphSense entities with the highest total channel balances
heuristically linked to Lightning Network nodes.
Next, we analysed the largest entity with the most linked channels and most linked
channel balances which we will show hereinafter.
Largest Entity-Node-Mapping
In both analyses, channel count and total channel balances per GraphSense entity, one
entity respectively Lightning Network node was the one with the most channels and the
highest total channel balances. All five Bitcoin addresses shown in table 5.8 in section
5.2.3 are part of this GraphSense entity. Table 5.14 shows data about the entity loaded
from GraphSense and table 5.15 about the node loaded from ’1ML.com’. As shown in
table 5.15, this entity respectively node is BlueWallet [219]. BlueWallet is a service which
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offers its users an easy to use Lightning Network wallet without the need of setting up a
node, creating channels or providing liquidity.
Data

Value

Entity ID

493979339

Balance

485,077,398 Satoshi

First Transaction

30th of November 2018 at 00:32:52 a.m. (CET)

Last Transaction

29th of January 2020 at 10:39:22 p.m. (CET)

Number of Addresses
Incoming Transactions

7,632
11,909

Outgoing Transactions

498

Total Received

10,867,156,862 Satoshi

Total Spent

10,382,079,464 Satoshi

Table 5.14: The data of entity ’493979339’ on 8th February 2020 at about 04:00 p.m.
(CET) known to GraphSense.
Data

Value

Node ID

03021c5f5f57322740e4ee6936452add19dc7ea7ccf90635f95119ab82a62ae268

Owner

BlueWallet.io

Capacity

3,894,794,334 Satoshi

Channel Count

362

Connected Node Count

220

IP Address
Location

207.180.244.165
Nuremberg (Germany)

Table 5.15: The data of the Lightning Network node ’03021c5f...’ on 8th February 2020
at about 04:00 p.m. (CET) known to ’1ML.com’.
In the above sections, we presented our results in detail. Before we will conclude our
paper in the next chapter, we will summarise the major results.
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5.3

Summary

In this chapter, we answered two out of three research questions formulated at the
beginning of this paper. We presented our results concerning network size, channel
balance distribution and centrality measures, figured out that the Lightning Network
is centralized, at least in some parts. Some nodes operate many channels, but most of
them operate only a few channels. The same is true for the amount of Bitcoins. Next,
we presented results on the occurrence of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions as they are
a major building block of Lightning Network channels. We came to the conclusion that
the occurrence of 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions highly correlates with the launch
of an implementation of the Lightning Network. Further, we presented our results on
identifying Lightning Network channels on the Bitcoin blockchain, statistics about trueand false-positive channel transactions and state verification of probably closed channels.
We mentioned that we could map about 30% of on-chain identified possible Lightning
Network channels to actual channels from the Lightning Network and that we identified
about 4% of all absent channels from the network graph maintained by the LND node
were not yet closed. After that, we presented results on analysis concerning privacy.
We mentioned that about 74% of all nodes have an alias, which in general makes it
possible to link a node to a public service. We presented results concerning IP addresses,
geo-information of nodes and Bitcoin address and Bitcoin key reuses. We figured out that
the Lightning Network is geographically concentrated in Europe and Northern America
and that Bitcoin addresses and keys are only less reused in most cases. Next, we presented
our results concerning enriched linked on- and off-chain data like analyses of entities and
analyses of entity-node-mappings. In detail, we heuristically mapped ’BlueWallet.io’, a
node from the Lightning Network, to an entity from GraphSense.
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CHAPTER

Discussion & Conclusion
In this chapter, we will conclude our paper concerning the most important aspects. We
will summarise the key findings, reveal identified limitations of the presented methods and
give some ideas for future work. As mentioned in chapter 3, the Lightning Network aims
to overcome some major limitations of the Bitcoin blockchain. Beside scaling limitations,
the Lightning Network is also intended to offer a better privacy to its users than the
Bitcoin blockchain does. As presented in [15], it is a myth that off-chain transactions,
the Lighting Network included, offer privacy by default.
For two months we collected off-chain data and performed different analyses on it, as
presented in detail in chapter 5.1. When analysing the network and its metrics we
also noticed that the Lightning Network is centralised, at least in some major parts,
as mentioned also in [220]. The authors state that about 10% of nodes control 80% of
the funds. We didn’t calculate numbers on that, because as we were focusing on other
aspects, but from a security perspective, more centralized systems are more vulnerable
to targeted attacks than less centralized systems.
Beside off-chain analyses, we also performed on-chain analysis concerning possible Lightning Network transactions and presented our results in detail in section 5.1. About
0.1% of all transactions were 2-of-2 multi-signature transactions, a major building block
of Lightning Network channels. Furthermore, we could map about 30% of potential
Lightning Network channel transactions identified on the blockchain to actual Lightning
Network channels. For this purpose we followed an approach introduced in [208]. The
authors were able to map about 75% of potential identified Lightning Network channel
transactions from the blockchain to actual Lightning Network channels. The gap between
30% and 75% could be caused by a higher amount of private channels compared to public
channels or by other applications or use cases today which result in similar footprints on
the blockchain like those of the interaction with the Lightning Network.
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Next, we also mapped the channels and nodes based on the input addresses of channel
funding transactions and whether a channel was already closed, on the output addresses of
a channel closing transaction to already clustered entities by GraphSense. We presented
our results in detail in section 5.2. With the presented method, we could provide
additional information from the Lightning Network, such as node alias, IP addresses
and connections between nodes to already clustered entities from GraphSense. We also
presented a heuristic to map entities to nodes. In this way, we could map 98.5% of
all recorded unique nodes within the network unique and heuristically to an entity in
GraphSense. E.g. we identified one entity in GraphSense to be related to ’BlueWallet.io’,
a popular Lightning Network service, as we discussed in section 5.2.6.
To answer the third research question on how off-chain analyses can be integrated into
existing cryptoasset analytics tools and methods, we will give some ideas in the section
6.2.
By linking on-chain and off-chain data and mapping it to an enriched dataset in the
presented way, one can get an even deeper insight into the Bitcoin blockchain, the
Lightning Network and GraphSense, as shown in several facets in chapter 5.
As we have summarised the key findings of our paper, we will introduce the reader into
some limitations concerning our methods and approaches next.

6.1

Limitations

We collected the off-chain dataset by a locally operating LND node. As mentioned in
3.1.1, public channels and nodes are sent through the network by each node. On the other
hand, private channels are only known to the two interacting nodes and their neighbors.
The research team of BitMEX estimates the amount of private channels compared to
public channels to about 28% as per January 2020 [217]. The fewer public channels
within the Lightning Network are available, the fewer information is sent across the
network and so also fewer information can be obtained. This leads to limited possibilities
of linking off-chain data to on-chain data by the presented method.
Another limiting fact is the selected routing method within the second layer network.
As mentioned in section 3.1.5, Lightning Network uses source routing. This means,
the source node of a payment calculates the route to the destination of the payment.
Therefore the node has to know all the public nodes and channels within the network
which can be used for routing a payment. To ensure this, public nodes and channels
are sent through the network. Once the Lightning Network uses local routing, which we
discussed in section 3.1.5, it is not necessary to broadcast all the public channels and
nodes across the network anymore. This also results in limited possibilities of collection
data from the Lightning Network and consequently also in limited possibilities of linking
on-chain data to off-chain data by the presented method.
It is not guaranteed that a node knows the complete state of the payment channel network
at any time. As we only collected channels and nodes from the Lightning Network via a
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single locally operating LND node, we might not have recognized all the active channels
and nodes within the Lightning Network during the captured period. This would lead
to an incomplete linkage of on-chain and off-chain data and an incomplete mapping of
entities to nodes.
As we have introduced some limitations concerning our methods and approaches, we will
finally propose some ideas for possible areas of future work.

6.2

Possible Areas of Future Work

The knowledge of GraphSense can be increased in more detail. As mentioned in section
5.2.6, there was no single entity that was mapped to different nodes, but there were
different entities that mapped to the same node. Knowing this, one could further increase
the knowledge of GraphSense by merging those entities to one single entity. Besides,
several nodes could be grouped by meta-information, e.g. from ’1.ML.com’. For example
there is a service called ’LNBIG.com’ [221] operating several nodes, in detail 25 nodes at
the time of this writing [222]. One can merge these nodes to one off-chain entity and so
merge even much more GraphSense entities to one single entity. Also, there are probably
more services like that, which could be clustered the same way.
The importance of the linked and enriched data can be increased. This could be achieved
by providing additional information to the data, e.g. by using tagged on-chain addresses.
One could check involved addresses in a channel against this dataset and in this way tag
off-chain data as well.
The accuracy of the collected data and the presented method can be increased. This
could be achieved by collecting channels and nodes via different nodes across the network,
ideally located on different sites of the network. This will increase the coverage of the
recognized part of the Lightning Network. The more nodes are used for data collection,
the more channels and nodes will likely be recognized during the regular snapshots and
the more on-chain entities can be provided with additional information. Besides, the
amount of entities that could be merged, could be increased too.
Investigation on the network protocol level can be increased. As mentioned in section
5.2.2, we identified and located IP addresses of the biggest nodes concerning the channel
count. The effort on analysing the network concerning revealing the node operators can
be increased. Probably well-known exchanges can be identified to operate big and central
nodes within the Lightning Network for example as well.
As mentioned in section 5.1.1, there was a jump in node and channel count between the
snapshots on 31st December 2019 at 10:00:01 am and 11:00:01 a.m. (CET). The node
count increased by 101 and the channel count by 983 within this single hour. Before this
significant jump happened, there was a slower decrease of node and channel count over a
few days. Probably one big node or service re-started or one node or service was released
by another one. The reasons for such jumps could be investigated.
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